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Welcome 
Welcome to the very first edition of inspire, a monthly PDF down-
loadable magazine, designed to inspire you as you prepare your 
monthly programs. This first edition is a FREE gift for you. Subse-
quent editions will be $10ea.  
 This publication is a reflection of The CARE Model. The word 
CARE represents compassion, acceptance, respect and empathy, 
which are the foundational principles this model of care is based 
upon. It’s all about caring from the heart. The book explaining this 
model is entitled The Leisure and Lifestyle Guide, and is available 
from my website as a downloadable PDF for only $15.  
 The February edition of inspire is ready to purchase. When 
each edition is ready, it will be announced on our Facebook group 
(The CARE Model). Each month’s publication will be released 2-3 
months in advance to provide you with plenty of time for planning, 
purchasing, and preparing. I recommend you print them off (single 
pages), holepunch them and have one large ring binder for every 
month of the year. You can add pages from other providers, and in-
formation you already have on file. 
 The CARE Model with its accompanying publications and 
speaking engagements began at the beginning of 2019 when I had 
to leave my job and move elsewhere due to my husband’s change 
in employment.  I was only able to secure two days work in the new 
location, so I decided (after discussing it with three mentors), to 
launch out on my own. Thanks to you all, I have never looked back! 
 There will be no paid advertising in inspire. Therefore to make 
this venture work, the idea of a PDF magazine was decided upon 
since my other publications have been distributed this way very suc-
cessfully.  
 Huge thanks to Julie, Glenda, Cathryn and Donna who  be-
lieved in this project when I first suggested it and jumped on board 
by writing excellent articles to inspire you.   
 I would love these monthly publications to continue as a col-
laborative venture, so please send in your book or product  reviews, 
activity and craft ideas, articles, games, jokes, recipes, stories to 
warm the heart, theme day ideas and more. Please send to: 
delmariemcalister@yahoo.com. Thank you.  
 

Del Marie McAlister  
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Meeting our 

Resident’s             

Emotional 

Needs 

The CARE Model is based on providing per-

sonalised care by seeking ways to enhance 

each resident’s wellbeing and quality of life.  

 

We need to focus on what makes our resi-

dents flourish. We can create an impressive 

monthly program, deliver fantastic activities, 

host the best parties,  offer a wide range of 

excursions and provide world-class entertain-

ment, but unless we are mindful of the basic 

human emotional needs and then do our ut-

most to meet those needs, we are wasting 

our time.  

 

To do our jobs effectively, we need to be 

aware of people’s foremost needs. These in-

clude, feeling safe and secure, feeling like 

they belong, having a sense of purpose, being 

cared-for and being loved. 

 

FEELING SAFE AND SECURE 

Consider the fact that every resident has had 

to walk away from their own home, which for 

many is their sanctuary. These homes are 

shelters from the storms of life, places filled 

with memories, and havens of rest. But now 

all that has gone. Instead, they are confront-

ed with unfamiliar sounds and unfamiliar peo-

ple. Feelings of insecurity, particularly at night 

can lead to anxiety and / or depression. 

Therefore, we need to know how to counter-

act these insecure feelings by helping our 

residents feel safe and secure.  

We do this by: 

Listening attentively to them 

Speaking in a calming, comforting tone of 

voice 

Offering hugs 

Reassuring them that they are being well 

cared for 

Helping them remain connected with their 

loved ones 

Letting them know the building is securely 

locked at night 

Having a dim nightlight in their rooms 

Offering a source of comfort (soft blanket, 

teddy bear etc.) 

 

A SENSE OF BELONGING 

One of our many responsibilities is to help 

new residents settle into their new environ-

ment.  

Del Marie McAlister 
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The transition from living in one’s own home, 

and into a residential aged care community 

can be extremely traumatic. I have had resi-

dents say they feel like they are in prison. One 

man said to me, “At least you get to go home 

at night.” In all my years working in aged care, 

I have met only one person who was happy 

with the transition. Therefore we need to think 

of ways we can make the transition easier for 

them. We do this by helping new residents gain 

a sense of belonging in the new environment. 

We begin by warmly welcoming our new resi-

dents. Some homes provide a welcome pack, 

while others give their new residents a lovely 

bunch of flowers. It’s important we visit new 

residents several times during that first week, 

asking them if there is anything we can ar-

range to make them feel more comfortable.  

We can help new residents by: 

Being warm and welcoming 

Building a rapport with them 

Doing the Leisure and Lifestyle Assessment 

over several visits, so it’s not too overwhelming 

for them 

Taking the time to visit them regularly in their 

first few weeks 

Asking them if there is anything we can do for 

them 

Following up on issues raised 

Introducing them to other residents 

Inviting them to activities, events and outings 

Discussing ways they can remain connected 

with the local community outside the care 

home 

Finding out their religion / faith and connecting 

them to the minister (or volunteers) from that 

group. 

 

A SENSE OF PURPOSE 

When a person does not have a sense of pur-

pose, life becomes dull and aimless, and there 

is the potential for social isolation, loneliness 

and even depression. The CARE Model pro-

motes the importance of Leisure and Lifestyle 

facilitators partnering with each resident to help 

them gain a sense of purpose. One example of 

this is when the Postcard Exchange idea was 

launched. I asked one of our residents who 

was very interested, to be in charge of it. She 

took ownership of this project and really en-

joyed looking after the mail that came, sorting 

it out, and finding suitable cards and postcards 

to send. She gained a sense of purpose by 

doing this. 

 

BEING CARED-FOR 

No matter what age we are, we thrive when we 

feel cared-for. So how can we help our resi-

dents know they are being cared for? Well for 

starters, as the old saying goes, ‘actions speak 

louder than words’. Small acts of kindness go a 

long way. ‘Too often we underestimate the 

power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a lis-

tening ear, an honest compliment, or the small-

est act of caring, all of which have the poten-

tial to turn a life around.’ Leo Buscagli. This 

quote speaks of the little things and emphasis-

es how important they are to individuals. This 

is the essence of The CARE Model.  A loving 

touch, a smile, a listening ear, a compliment, 

and indeed every act of care, when done with 

respect and love are the things that really mat-

ter. Your tender touch is important. Your smiles 

are important. Your kindness is important. Your 

listening ear is important. Your care (no matter 

how small and insignificant it is) is important. 

Maya Angelou said, ‘I have learned that people 
will forget what you said; people will forget 

what you did, but people will never forget how 
you made them feel.’ The CARE Model revolves 
around helping our residents feel accepted, 
safe, cared-for, respected, valued and most im-
portantly, loved.  

Del Marie McAlister is the editor of inspire, workshop facilitator, seminar pre-
senter, author and the creator of The CARE Model. She has worked as a Lei-
sure & Lifestyle Coordinator, Chaplain, Life Coach, Freelance Journalist, Grief 
Counsellor, Funeral Celebrant, and as a Suicide Bereavement Responder. Del 
is also a qualified and experienced Emergency Response Chaplain, volunteer-
ing for Disaster Response Chaplaincy Network. Del Marie and her husband are 
empty nesters after raising five amazing daughters. They have one precious 
granddaughter.  
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Daily Activities, Reminiscing, Events and More 

 

January Activities Guide 

January 1 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
We will open the book. Its pages are blank. We are going to put words on them ourselves. The book 
is called Opportunity and its first chapter is New Year's Day.  Edith Lovejoy Pierce  
 
NEW YEAR’S BARBEQUE 
Traditionally, New Year’s Day is celebrated by having a barbeque. Barbeques are a great feel-good 
activity and are part of the Australian culture. These barbeques provide a great opportunity for 
friends and family to join in celebrating New Year’s Day together. Posters on page 71. 
 
GLOBAL FAMILY DAY 
Today is also Global Family Day. It is celebrated across the world as a day of peace and sharing. Its 
aim is to unite and spread a message of peace by considering and promoting an idea that earth is  
one global family. So today, consider ways you can create a family atmosphere amongst the na-
tions represented in your care home while you enjoy a good old Aussie barbeque.  
 
NEW YEAR’S WISHING TREE                                             
Have an artificial leafless tree placed in a central location and tags, pen and 
string placed on the table beside it. Have a sign encouraging everyone 
(residents, families, staff, volunteers etc.) to write down their New Year’s wishes 
and then hang them on the tree. You can buy these from eBay (search Easter 
Tree). Tags and string are available from K Mart or craft shops. 
 
NEW YEAR’S POEMS 
Here’s a whole bunch of great poems to share on New Year’s Day: 
http://www.123newyear.com/newyear-poems/  
 
NEW YEAR’S TRADITIONS 
https://www.courageouschristianfather.com/new-years-traditions-around-the-world/  
http://www.123newyear.com/newyear-traditions/  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Mary, Mother of God - Catholic Christian 
Feast Day of St Basil - Orthodox Christian 
Gantan-sai (New Year’s) - Shinto 
Feast of the Holy Name of Jesus - Orthodox Christian 
 
 

http://www.123newyear.com/newyear-poems/
https://www.courageouschristianfather.com/new-years-traditions-around-the-world/
http://www.123newyear.com/newyear-traditions/
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January 2 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
Love should be the silver thread that runs through all your conduct.  
 
HOT CUP OF TEA MONTH                                                 
January is National Hot Tea Month. You could plan a tea tasting party where the residents sample 
different types of teas. You could include: Earl Grey, Mint, Green, Oolong, English breakfast, Camo-
mile and others. 
Try to get hold of some nice China teacups and saucers. I got mine from op shops, garage sales 
and by asking on my local buy and sell community Facebook Group. 
While sipping tea, ask:  What is your favourite cup of tea?    
Why do you like it?   Tell us about the smell.   
Tell us about the flavours?   
Do you have any memories to share? 
Here’s a great website to explore the history of tea around the world: 
http://www.coffeeteawarehouse.com/tea-history.html  
 
VEGANUARY 
Vegans have chosen the month of January to celebrate veganism. Eat delicious, healthy food, save 
lives and help the environment. Join thousands of people going vegan for the month of January. 
Discuss why some people choose to be vegans. 
More information: https://veganuary.com  
 
JANUARY INFORMAITON 
January (in Latin, Ianuarius) is named after the Latin word for door (ianua), since January is the door 
to the year and an opening to new beginnings. Have a discussion about what doors and new be-
ginnings represent and how they apply to life in a care home. January's birthstone is the garnet, 
which represents constancy. Its birth flowers are dianthus caryophyllus, carnation and snowdrop.  
 
NATIONAL BREAD MONTH 
Buy a variety of breads and bread rolls for a taste-testing activity. Display in baskets. 
Discuss what breads they prefer. Ask why. 
Conduct a reminiscing discussion about bread when they were young. Ask about the smell and 
taste of homemade bread versus shop bought bread. 
Read the history of bread: https://www.history.com/news/a-brief-
history-of-bread  
Here’s some more information: https://www.agmfoods.com/
research/loafing-around/  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Berchtold's Day - Switzerland, Liechtenstein and the Alsace 
Carnival Day - Saint Kitts and Nevis 
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January 3 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
People flourish when they are  appreciated. 

BIRTHDAY, J.R.R. TOLKIEN                                                                                    
Today is J.R.R. Tolkien’s birthday. John Ronald Reuel Tolkien was an English writer, poet, philologist, 
and academic, who is best known as the author of the classic high fantasy works including The 
Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion. An activity idea is to screen the movie, Tolkien. 
About the movie: As a young student, J.R.R. Tolkien finds love, friendship and artistic inspiration 
among a group of fellow outcasts. Their brotherhood soon strengthens as Tolkien weathers the 
storm of a tumultuous courtship with Edith Bratt and the outbreak of World War I. These early life 
experiences later inspire the budding author to write the classic fantasy novels ‘The Hobbit’ and 
‘’The Lord of the Rings.’ (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) Tolkien’s fantasy 
movies are not suitable for viewing in the common room due to them possibly being distressing for 
people living with dementia. 
 
LIFESAVING REEL                                                          
On this day in 1907, when Charles Kingsford-Smith (who later became a famous aviator) was only  8 
years old, he got in trouble in the surf at Bondi Beach in Sydney. The lifeguards immediately swung 
into action using the brand-new Australian invention - the surf lifesaving reel, for the very first time.  
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
Discuss beaches and lifesaving. Ask your residents if any of them were lifesavers. Ask them to share 
their stories. Ask them what are their favourite beaches. Encourage them to share memories of go-
ing to the beach. Read more information:  https://lifeguards.com.au/ 
 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA FLAG 
On Monday, January 3, 1870, Western Australia adopted its first state 
flag. The colony of Western Australia was established in 1829, when 
Captain Charles Fremantle was sent to take formal possession of the 
remainder of New Holland which had not already been claimed for Brit-
ain under the territory of New South Wales. Early in May 1829, Captain 
Fremantle raised the Union Jack on the south head of the Swan River, 
claiming the territory for Britain. The colony of Western Australia was officially proclaimed in June 
1829. The first flag of Western Australia was adopted on 3 January 1870. Almost identical to the cur-
rent flag, it was based on the defaced British Blue Ensign, and featured the state badge. The badge 
consisted of a gold disc with a native Black Swan, after which the Swan River was named. The only 
difference between the first state flag and the current flag, adopted in 1953, is that the swan original-
ly faced the opposite direction towards the fly, rather than towards the hoist. The change was made 
to conform with official guidelines that animals on flags must face the hoist, so when carried on a 
pole, the animal faces the direction of the flag bearer.  
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Ministry of Religious Affairs Day - Indonesia 
 
 
 

https://lifeguards.com.au/
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January 4 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
We can’t heal the world today, but we can begin with a voice of compassion, a heart of love, and an 
act of kindness. Mary Davis 
 
TRIVIA DAY 
Trivia has become very popular recently with many pubs hosting weekly trivia evenings. Today is 
Trivia Day. Discuss some reasons why playing trivia is good for us. Add comments such as, it helps 
cognitively, socially and usually provides us with a few giggles as well. If you haven't already, you 
may want to buy my book, Quizzes for Seniors. In this book, there’s a trivia game for every day of the 
year! 
 
NATIONAL SPAGHETTI DAY (USA) 
Ask the chef to arrange a meal with spaghetti to celebrate this day with our American friends. 
 
BIRTHDAY, LOIUS BRAILLE                                                                                  
On this day in 1909 Louis Braille, inventor of the raised-dot writing system for the blind, was born 
near Paris. At the age of three, he injured his left eye with an awl in his father's workshop. This 
caused an infection in his left eye which spread to his right eye, resulting in him going blind.  
For more information to read to your residents, visit.:    
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braille   
There is also more information on blindness at: https://www.visionaustralia.org/  
If you have any blind residents, ask them to share what it is like to be blind, and tell us about how 
we can make life easier for them.  You may also choose to watch a YouTube clip or read a book 
about seeing eye dogs as well. 
On page 63 is a list of 25 activities you can do with your residents who are blind or sight impaired.  
The Braille alphabet: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Independence Day Myanmar - Burma 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braille
https://www.visionaustralia.org/
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January 5 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
Duty makes us do things well, but love makes us do them beautifully.   
 
NATIONAL BIRD DAY (USA)                                        
Today is National Bird Day in the USA. Bird watching is a favourite pastime of millions of people 
across the world. It is a popular hobby and can be enjoyed by everyone anywhere regardless of 
age. A great activity is to go for a walk or a bus drive and do some bird watching. Discussions could 
revolve around identification of these birds, and perhaps sharing some bird stories.  
Discussion group ideas:  
You could ask your residents:   
Who has had pet birds?   
What were they?   
Ask them to share some stories about their birds.   
Who has been part of a bird watching group? 
 What is your favourite bird? 
On page 59 is a ‘Name the Bird’ game.  
Here’s a website about Australian birds:  
https://birdlife.org.au/all-about-birds/australias-birds/find-a-bird  
 
THE BIRTH OF THE LABOR PARTY (AUSTRALIA) 
On Monday, January 5, 1891, Australia's great shearers' strike, which led to the formation of the La-
bor Party in Australia, began. During the 19th century, shearers in Australia endured meagre wages 
and poor working conditions. This led to the formation of the Australian Shearers’ Union which, by 
1890, had tens of thousands of members. Early in 1891, Manager Charles Fairbain of Logan Downs 
Station near Clermont, Queensland, required that shearers sign the Pastoralists Association con-
tract of free labour before commencing work. This was an attempt to reduce union influence. On 5 
January 1891 the shearers refused to work unless the station agreed to their union’s terms. This 
marked the beginning of many months of union shearers around Australia downing their tools and 
going on strike. Tensions escalated as striking shearers formed armed camps outside of towns, and 
mounted troopers protected non-union labor and arrested strike leaders. Shearers retaliated by 
burning woolsheds and crops, and committing other acts of sabotage and harassment. By May of 
1891, the violent suppression of the strike action forced shearers to give in. The strike, however, 
highlighted the need for a political party to represent the rights of the union workers; thus was ulti-
mately born the Australian Labor Party. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Twelfth Night - Christian 
Guru Gobindh Singh birthday - Sikh 
Armenian Christmas Eve 
Australian Yachting Championships 2020 - Monohulls 
 
 
 
                                                                                       

https://birdlife.org.au/all-about-birds/australias-birds/find-a-bird
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January 6 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
You have two hands, one for helping yourself, the other for helping others. Maya Angelou 
 
BIRTHDAY, JOAN OF ARC  
Joan of Arc nicknamed "The Maid of Orléans" (French: La Pucelle d'Orléans), is considered a hero-
ine of France for her role during the Lancastrian phase of the Hundred Years' War, and was canon-
ized as a Roman Catholic saint. She was born to Jacques d'Arc and Isabelle Romée, 
a peasant family, at Domrémy in northeast France. Joan claimed to have received visions of 
the archangel Michael, Saint Margaret, and Saint Catherine of Alexandria instructing her to sup-
port Charles VII and recover France from English domination late in the Hundred Years' War. The 
uncrowned King Charles VII sent Joan to the Siege of Orléans as part of a relief army. She gained 
prominence after the siege was lifted only nine days later. Several additional swift victories led to 
Charles VII's coronation at Reims. This long-awaited event boosted French morale and paved the 
way for the final French victory. Wikipedia  
 
FEAST OF EPIPHANY                                                                      
Today is The Feast of Epiphany. Epiphany commemorates the manifestation of God in human form 
as Jesus Christ. It also celebrates the visit of the Wise Men to the infant Jesus. Most people think 
they came to the stable, but according to the Bible, it was sometime after 
Jesus’ birth that they visited.  
Here are a few questions you can ask your residents:  
1. Q. What direction were the wise men traveling?  A. East 
2. Q. What were they following? A. A star 
3. Q. What gifts did they bring to Jesus? A. Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh 
 
AUSTRALIAN SEASONAL FRUIT AND VEGETABLES FOR JANUARY 
Arrange a platter of these for residents to taste: 
Tomatoes 
Blueberries 
Honeydew 
Lychees 
Melon 
Nectarines 
Peaches 
Rockmelon 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Armenian Christmas Day 
Orthodox Christmas Eve 
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January 7 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE   
Kind words can be short and easy to speak but their echoes are truly endless.   
 
THE LEANING TOWER OF PISA                                             
The Leaning Tower of Pisa was closed on this day in 1990 because it had become too dangerous. It 
was reopened in 2001. Ask the residents if anyone has been to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Ask 
them to share about their experiences.  
Read some information about this building in a small discussion group:  
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/italy/pisa/attractions/leaning-tower/a/poi-sig/462894/360065  
You could even make your very own Leaning Tower of Pisa! 
https://creativepark.canon/en/contents/CNT-0011916/index.html 
 
HYRDOFOIL FERRY IN SYDNEY                                    
On this day in 1965 the first hydrofoil ferry, the MV Manly, began operating in Sydney Harbour. The 
hydrofoils became mechanically unreliable, and very expensive to run. They were replaced by 
JetCats in the early 1990s. Have a discussion about catching ferries across Sydney harbour. 
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
Read the information from this website: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney_Ferries 
 
BASS AND FLINDERS COMPLETE FIRST CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF VAN DIE-
MAN’S LAND 
On Monday, January 7, 1799, Bass and Flinders completed their first circumnavigation of Van Die-
men's Land. Matthew Flinders and George Bass were early sea explorers who charted sections of 
Australia's coastline, adding valuable information to the maps of the time. In 1798, Bass explored 
along the southern coast of what would later become the colony of Victoria. His journeys led him to 
the belief that Van Diemen's Land (later Tasmania) was separate from the mainland. Governor 
Hunter wished for this theory to be proven conclusively, so he commissioned Flinders and Bass to 
circumnavigate Van Diemen's Land. The two men set out at dawn in the 'Norfolk' on 7 October 
1798. Three months later, on 7 January 1799, they were back at Cape Barren Island, having com-
pleted their first circumnavigation of Van Diemen's Land.  (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with 
permission)  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Eastern Orthodox Churches that use the Julian Calendar celebrate Christmas on this day. 
Asarah B'Tevet - Israel  
Pioneer's Day -Liberia 
Nanakusa no sekku - Japan 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                         

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/italy/pisa/attractions/leaning-tower/a/poi-sig/462894/360065
https://creativepark.canon/en/contents/CNT-0011916/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney_Ferries
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 January 8 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
The more care you put into your life, the more life will care for you. 
 
BIRTHDAY, ELVIS PRESLEY                                                         
It’s Elvis Presley’s birthday today. So why don’t you play some of his music and 
read some information about him?  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elvis_Presley 
You could even do an Elvis quiz! https://www.triviacountry.com/441-Elvis-
Presley-Trivia-Questions.htm Or you could sit back and enjoy some of his mu-
sic on YouTube. 
You can also ask some questions such as: 
Which Elvis songs do you know?  
How old were you when Elvis became a star? Etc.  
On 8th-12th January, every year there is an Elvis festival in Parkes, NSW.   
Learn more about it: https://www.parkeselvisfestival.com.au  
 
TYPING DAY                                                                                          
Today is International Typing Day. On page 61  are some pictures of typewriters through the years to 
share and discuss with your residents. Ask your residents if any of them were typists, and if any 
were, ask them to share about their jobs.  
 
LARGE GOLD NUGGET FOUND 
On this day in 1931, the largest Australian gold nugget of the twentieth century was found in Kal-
goorlie. The goldrush that initiated the development of the town of Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, be-
gan with the discovery by Paddy Hannan of a rich seam of gold at Mt Charlotte, 40 kilometres from 
the prospering Coolgardie goldfields. However, the largest gold nugget ever found in the eastern 
goldfields of Western Australia did not come with the initial goldrush. The nugget, known as the 
"Golden Eagle", was found by sixteen-year-old Jim (or Jack) Larcombe on 8 January 1931. The nug-
get, found just 45cm below the surface of the ground, weighed 1136 troy ounces, or 35.3 kilograms. 
It was 62cm long and required two men to lift it. It was given the name "Golden Eagle" because it 
had an unusual resemblance to a bird. Following the discovery, over 700 diggers flocked to the spot 
near Widgiemooltha, which became known as Larkinville, sparking Western Australia's last great 
traditional gold rush. Today, a replica of the nugget can be seen at the School of Mines Rock and 
Mineral Museum in Kalgoorlie. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Coptic Christmas - Sudan 
New Year Holiday Week - Russia 
Feast of the Holy Family - Catholic Christian 
Babinden - Belarus, Russia 
Fasting Yaumul Bidh - Islam 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elvis_Presley
https://www.triviacountry.com/441-Elvis-Presley-Trivia-Questions.htm
https://www.triviacountry.com/441-Elvis-Presley-Trivia-Questions.htm
https://www.parkeselvisfestival.com.au/
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 January 9 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
Be gentle, patient, humble and courteous to all, but especially be gentle and patient with yourself. 
 
NATIONAL APRICOT DAY (USA)                                                 
Today is National Apricot Day in the USA.  Ask your residents:  
Who likes apricots?  
Who had an apricot tree in their garden when they were young?  
What are some of the things you can do with apricots? Ideas: jam, slices, chicken, pie etc.  
Have some fresh and dried apricots to taste.  
Here is some information about apricots to read to your residents: 
http://www.whfoods.com/genpage.php?tname=foodspice&dbid=3 
You may also want to make these easy no-bake apricot balls: 
All you need is: 
2 ½ cups (225g) desiccated coconut 
250 g dried apricots (chopped)  
200 g sweetened condensed milk 
(Double the recipe if there are a lot of people who are interested in this activity) 
Mix it all together, roll in coconut and set in fridge to firm up. 
(Ensure your residents wear disposable gloves when cooking). 
 
THE LAST SHIP OF CONVICTS TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
The Swan River colony, established on Australia's western coast in 1829, was begun as a free settle-
ment. Captain Charles Fremantle declared the Swan River Colony for Britain on 2 May 1829. For the 
first fifteen years, the people of the colony were generally opposed to accepting convicts, although 
the idea was occasionally debated, especially by those who sought to employ convict labour for 
building projects. Serious lobbying for Western Australia to become a penal colony began in 1845 
when the York Agricultural Society petitioned the Legislative Council to bring convicts out from Eng-
land on the grounds that the colony's economy was on the brink of collapse due to an extreme 
shortage of labour. Whilst later examination of the circumstances proves that there was no such 
shortage of labour in the colony, the petition found its way to the British Colonial Office, which in turn 
agreed to send out a small number of convicts to Swan River. The first group of convicts to populate 
Fremantle arrived on 1 June 1850. Between 1850 and 1868, ultimately 9721 convicts were transport-
ed to Western Australia. The last convict ship to Western Australia, the Hougoumont, left Britain in 
1867 and docked at Fremantle in Western Australia on 9 January 1868. It carried 108 passengers 
and 279 convicts. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Day of the Republika Srpska - Bosnia  
Peace Agreement Day - Sudan 
Winter Youth Olympics Begins - Lausanne, Switzerland 
 
 

http://www.whfoods.com/genpage.php?tname=foodspice&dbid=3
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January 10 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
Do more of what makes you happy. 
 
LIGHTHOUSES                                                                  
On this day in 1852 South Australia’s first lighthouse began operation. The Cape Willoughby light-
house is situated at the eastern extremity of Kangaroo Island, and lights the 11km wide Backstairs 
Passage between the island and the South Australian mainland. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, 
used with permission) 
Ask if anyone has been there. Discuss the various lighthouses residents have visited. Discuss the 
purpose of lighthouses.  
Here is a clip about lighthouses in Australia: 
https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/travel/destinations/2015/08/lighthouses-of-australia/ 
 
NATIONAL SAVE THE EAGLES DAY (USA) 
Both bald eagles and golden eagles are native to North America, though golden 
eagles also live throughout much of the northern hemisphere. The U.S. national 
bird is the bald eagle, and bald eagles were finally removed from the list of en-
dangered animals in 2007. They still need protection though. Poaching and pollu-
tion threatens eagles. And when eagles eat animals that have been shot with 
buckshot, they could get lead poisoning. National Save the Eagles Day reminds 
us to care for these breathtaking birds.  
https://www.nationaldayarchives.com/day/national-save-the-eagles-day/  
 
TREATY Of VERSAILLES 
On this day in 1920, The Treaty of Versailles took effect, officially ending World War I. The Treaty of 
Versailles (French: Traité de Versailles) was the most important of the peace treaties that 
brought World War I to an end. The Treaty ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied 
Powers. It was signed on 28 June 1919 in Versailles, exactly five years after the assassination of 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, which had directly led to the war. The other Central Powers on the Ger-
man side signed separate treaties.[6] Although the armistice, signed on 11 November 1918, ended 
the actual fighting, it took six months of Allied negotiations at the Paris Peace Conference to con-
clude the peace treaty. The treaty was registered by the Secretariat of the League of Nations on 21 
October 1919. Wikipedia 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Margaret Thatcher Day - Falkland 
Vodoun Festival - Benin 
Mahayana New Year - Buddhist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/travel/destinations/2015/08/lighthouses-of-australia/
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January 11 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE   
Courage is dealing with your fears, and not letting them rule you. 
 
THE MORSE CODE                        
On this day in 1838, Samuel Morse used the electric telegraph to transmit a message in Morse 
code for the first time. Morse Code uses a unique series of dots and dashes, for each letter of the 
alphabet. On the receiving end, the Morse Code is translated back into alphabetic characters and 
numbers to form the message. It was used during the war to communicate. (Source: to-
day.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
Ask the residents who knows the Morse Code. Encourage them to share stories about their experi-
ences with the Morse Code.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GATEWAY BRIDGE IN BRISBANE 
The Gateway Bridge, in the capital city of Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, is the most easterly 
crossing of the Brisbane River, situated close to where the river empties out into Moreton Bay. Con-
struction began on 5 June 1980 and the bridge was officially commissioned on 11 January 1986. On 
completion of construction, the main span of the Gateway Bridge was a world record 260m for a 
prestressed concrete Free Cantilever Bridge, a record it held for over 15 years. The box girder is still 
the largest prestressed concrete, single box in the world, measuring 15m deep at the pier, with a 
box width of 12m and an overall deck width of 22m, allowing for 6 lanes of traffic. Rising high over 
the river, the bridge owes its distinctive shape to air traffic requirements restricting its height to un-
der 80 metres (263 ft) above sea level, including all features of the bridge, such as light poles. Ship-
ping needs required a navigational clearance of 55 metres. The Gateway Upgrade Project, begun 
two decades later, included the duplication of the Gateway Bridge and widening of 20km of the 
Gateway Motorway to allow for 6 lanes, from Mt Gravatt-Capalaba Road in the south to Nudgee 
Road in the north. The duplicate Gateway Bridge and the revamped Gateway, renamed the Leo 
Hielscher Bridges, were completed in mid-2010, along with the remaining lanes of the Gateway Mo-
torway deviation. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Kosrae Constitution Day - Micronesia 
Anniversary of the Independence Manifesto – Morocco 
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January 12 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE   
Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them. 
 
CELEBRATION OF LIFE 
January is Celebration of Life Month. This would be a perfect time to introduce your residents to the 
Life Stories program. Life Stories provides residents with an opportunity to look at their past with 
appreciation, celebrate their achievements, and contemplate their present and how it is linked with 
their past. If the resident agrees, it would be great to involve friends and family. More information 
about this program, and a template can be found in The Leisure and Lifestyle Guide. 
 
INTERNATIONAL EARTH CHAKRA DAY 
International Earth Chakra Day is a global day of celebration and collaboration, an opportunity to 
spread a wave of energy around the Earth to support planetary healing and cosmic consciousness. 
 
OCEAN LINER RMS QUEEN MARY 2  
On this day in 2004, the world's largest ocean liner, RMS Queen Mary 2, made its maiden voyage. 
RMS Queen Mary 2 (also referred to as the QM2) is a transatlantic ocean liner. She is the largest 
ocean liner ever built, having served as the flagship of the Cunard Line since succeeding the Queen 
Elizabeth 2 in 2004. As of 2019, Queen Mary 2 is the only passenger ship operating as an ocean lin-
er. Wikipedia  
 
NATIONAL YOUTH DAY, INDIA 
National Youth Day is celebrated on 12 January being the birthday of Swami Vivekananda. In 1984 
the Government of India declared this day as National Youth Day and from 1985, the event is cele-
brated in India every year. The National Youth Day is observed all over India at schools and colleg-
es, with processions, speeches, music, youth conventions, seminars, Yogasanas, presentations, 
competitions in essay-writing, recitations and sports on 12 January every year. Swami Vivekanan-
da's lectures and writings, derives their inspiration from Indian spiritual tradition and the broad out-
look of his Master Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa. These were the source of inspiration and have 
motivated numerous youth organizations, study circles and service projects involving the youth. 
Wikipedia 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
 Zanzibar Revolution Day - Tanzania  
Baptism of the Lord Jesus - Christian 
Memorial Day - Turkmenistan 
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January 13 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
There is never enough time to do everything, but there is always enough time to do the most im-
portant things. 
 
THE SPIRIT OF TASMANIA III 
On this day in 2004, The Spirit of Tasmania III made her first voyage from Sydney to Tasmania. It 
was initially very popular. However, high maintenance costs and a fall in  tourism caused it to cease 
two and half years later. Ask your residents if anyone has done this trip. If so, ask them to share 
about it. Steer the conversation to include sharing about other boat voyages your residents have 
had. Some may want to talk about holidays or living in Tasmania. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, 
used with permission) 
 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
On this day in 1888, The National Geographic Society was founded in Washington, D.C. 
The National Geographic Society (NGS), headquartered in Washington, D.C., United States, is one 
of the largest non-profit scientific and educational organizations in the world. Founded in 1888, its 
interests include geography, archaeology, and natural science, the promotion 
of environmental and historical conservation, and the study of world culture and history. The Nation-
al Geographic Society's logo is a yellow portrait frame—rectangular in shape—which appears on 
the margins surrounding the front covers of its magazines and as its television channel logo. 
Through National Geographic Partners (a joint venture with The Walt Disney Company), the Society 
operates the magazine, TV channels, a website, worldwide events, and other media operations. 
Wikipedia 
 
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR 
On this day in 1993 the Space Shuttle Endeavour headed for space for the third time as STS-
54 launched from the Kennedy Space Center in America. Space Shuttle Endeavour (Orbiter Vehicle 
Designation: OV-105) is a retired orbiter from NASA's Space Shuttle program and the fifth and final 
operational Shuttle built. It embarked on its first mission, STS-49, in May 1992 and its 25th and final 
mission, STS-134, in May 2011. STS-134 was expected to be the final mission of the Space Shuttle 
program, but with the authorization of STS-135, Atlantis became the last shuttle to fly. The United 
States Congress approved the construction of Endeavour in 1987 to replace Challenger, which 
was destroyed in 1986. Structural spares built during the construction of Discovery and Atlantis were 
used in its assembly. NASA chose, on cost grounds, to build Endeavour from spares rather than re-
fitting Enterprise. Wikipedia 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Maghi - Sikh 
Constitution Day - Mongolia 
Liberation Day - Togo 
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January 14 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE   
This day is too precious, with its hopes and invitations, to waste a moment on the yesterdays.     
 
EXPLORER WILLIAM DAMPIER                          
On this day in 1699, English sea explorer William Dampier set out to chart the northwest coast of 
Australia.  Dampier was born in 1651. As an experienced sea captain and pirate, he became the first 
Englishman to explore and map parts of New Holland and New Guinea. He circumnavigated the 
world three times. 
More information: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Dampier 
 
FIRST PUBLIC WATER MILL IN NSW 
 Thomas West was born in Sussex, England in 1773. Arrested for burglary in England, he arrived in 
New South Wales in June 1801 as a convict with a life sentence. However, West proved to be a 
trusted worker, gaining a reputation for initiative while employed in the government lumberyard. As 
well as his assigned tasks, he fashioned coffins, and hung the bells in St Philip’s Church. In June 
1810, West requested permission from Governor Lachlan Macquarie to construct a water mill on a 
land grant he was given near Rushcutters Bay. The mill was to be available for public use, for grind-
ing grain. After gaining Macquarie’s approval, West completed the mill in 1811. It was opened by 
Governor Macquarie on 14 January 1812. In recognition of his contribution to the community, West 
was granted a conditional pardon – and one cow from the government dairy herd - in 1813. West’s 
mill continued to operate for the next twenty years. It was retired when the lack of water supply 
made the mill unsustainable. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
 
HINDU - KRIPALU MAHARAJ 
On this day in 1957,  Kripalu Maharaj was named fifth Jagadguru (world teacher) after giving seven 
days of speeches before 500 Hindu scholars. Kripalu (Sanskrit: IAST: Kṛpālu) (5 October 1922 – 15 
November 2013) was a Hindu spiritual leader from Allahabad (Prayag), India. He was the founder 
of Jagadguru Kripalu Parishat (JKP), a worldwide Hindu non-profit organization with five 
main ashrams; four in India and one in the United States. JKP Radha Madhav Dham is one of the 
largest Hindu Temple complexes in the Western Hemisphere, and the largest in North America. He 
was awarded the title of Jagadguru (world teacher) at the age of 34 by Kashi Vidvat Parishat (the 
oldest and most recognised body of Varanasi's intellectuals) on Makar Sankranti day, 14 January 
1957. Wikipedia 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Makar Sankranti - India 
Revolution and Youth Day - Tunisia  
Flag Day - Georgia 
Maghe Sankranti - Nepal 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Dampier
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January 15 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE 
Know the true value of time; seize it, and enjoy every moment. 
 
NATIONAL HAT DAY (USA)                                                                                       
If you haven’t got a hat box filled with a variety of hats, you ought to start collecting hats.  I got ours 
from op shops, garage sales and those cheap shops. Friends and family members may have un-
wanted hats to contribute to your collection. Today you get to wear a hat. Encourage the staff and 
residents to join in the fun. Why do we do things like this? To make people smile. ☺ 
 
TCHAIKOVSKY'S BALLET SWAN LAKE 
On this day in 1895 Tchaikovsky's ballet Swan Lake premieres, St Petersburg. The scenario, initially 
in two acts, was fashioned from Russian and German folk tales and tells the story of Odette, a prin-
cess turned into a swan by an evil sorcerer's curse.  
 
NATIONAL STRAWBERRY ICE-CREAM DAY (USA) 
Who doesn't like strawberries and ice-cream? Why don’t you buy some strawberries and have resi-
dents cut them up and then eat them with ice-cream for afternoon tea. 
Here are some interesting facts to read to your residents: 
https://www.countryliving.com/food-drinks/a35552/facts-about-strawberries/  
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/foods/strawberries#nutrition  
 
ELIZABETH I CROWNED QUEEN 
On this day in 1559, Elizabeth I was crowned Queen of England in Westminster 
Abbey. Daughter of Henry VIII and the last of the Tudor monarchs, Elizabeth I 
ruled England and Ireland from 1558 till her death in 1603.  
 
BIRTHDAY, MARTIN LUTHER KING                                                        
Today is Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday. He was an American Baptist minister and activist who be-
came the most visible spokesperson and leader in the civil rights movement from 1955 until his as-
sassination in 1968. Read his ‘I have a dream’ speech (https://www.archives.gov/files/press/
exhibits/dream-speech.pdf). Have a group discussion about this speech.  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
John Chilembwe Day - Mawali  
Sagichō at Tsurugaoka Hachimangū - Kamakura, Japan 
 
 
                                                                                  

https://www.archives.gov/files/press/exhibits/dream-speech.pdf
https://www.archives.gov/files/press/exhibits/dream-speech.pdf
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January 16 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                           
Take delight in the small things. 
 
FREE SETTLEMENT IN AUSTRALIA 
On Wednesday, January 16, 1793, free settlement commenced in Australia. Australia was first offi-
cially settled by the First Fleet of convicts, which left England in May 1787 and arrived in Port Jack-
son on 26 January 1788. The First Fleet consisted of convicts, officers and marines, along with some 
of the officers’ and marines’ wives and children. The primary purpose of the first settlement in New 
South Wales was to serve as a penal colony and alleviate the overcrowding in English gaols, whilst 
staking Great Britain’s claim in the South Pacific. There were plans to expand the colony to include 
free settlement once it had begun the journey towards self-sufficiency. During his tenure, Governor 
Arthur Phillip requested that the British authorities send free settlers with farming skills, but they did 
not arrive until after Phillip had departed for England at the end of 1792. The first group of complete-
ly free settlers to come to New South Wales arrived in Port Jackson on 16 January 1793. The ship 
‘Bellona’ carried five men, two women and six children. This group included Thomas Rose and his 
family, Edward Powell, Thomas Webb, Frederick Meredith and Walter Brody. These people were the 
first free settlers to be given land grants at Liberty Plains, now Strathfield and Homebush, on 7 Feb-
ruary that year. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission)  
 
THE SOUTH POLE 
On this day in 1909,  Ernest Shackleton's expedition found the magnetic South Pole. They planted a 
flagpole at the spot and claimed it for the British Empire. The three men began the expedition to the 
South Magnetic Pole in a motor car specially adapted for the cold conditions, but abandoned it 
when it proved useless on soft surfaces. They then walked a total of 1260 miles to reach the South 
Magnetic Pole while pulling sledges and supplies that weighed approximately 670 lbs. Walking on 
foot across the coldest place on earth was perilous, and the men faced many dangers such as fall-
ing in concealed snow crevasses and acquiring frostbite and snow-blindness. Fearing starvation, 
they strictly rationed their biscuits down to the crumbs, and hunted seals and penguins. However, 
there is now some doubt as to whether their location was correct. The approximate position of the 
pole on 16 January 1909 was 72.25°S 155.15°E. Wikipedia 
 
WHALE WATCHING                                                    
January is known as Whale Watching Month. Visit this website and discuss whale 
migration in Australia: http://www.australianwhalewatching.com.au/whale-facts/
whale-migration/  
Ask if any of the residents have done whale watching and encourage them to talk 
about their experiences.  You may also choose to watch a film about 
whales like Free Willy or Moby Dick. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
National Religious Freedom Day - USA 
 
 
 
 

http://www.australianwhalewatching.com.au/whale-facts/whale-migration/
http://www.australianwhalewatching.com.au/whale-facts/whale-migration/
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January 17 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE             
I cannot control the wind, but I can adjust my sails. 
 
TAMWORTH COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL 
On this day, the week-long country music festival in Tamworth begins, with over 50,000 attending. 
More information: https://www.tcmf.com.au  
 
RATIONING DURING THE WAR      
On this day in 1944 meat rationing was introduced throughout Australia, a result of World War II.  
First to be rationed throughout Australia was petrol, followed by clothing in June 1942. A month later 
tea was rationed, then sugar, and in June 1943, butter was also rationed. On 17 January 1944, meat 
rationing began. It did not cover all meats: fish, rabbits, chicken, ham and bacon, and offal products 
were excluded. Rationing of meat finally ended two years after the war, in 1947. (Source: to-
day.referdex.com.au, used with permission) Ask your residents, how old were they during WW2? 
Ask who remembers when items were rationed? Ask them to share about life at home or on the 
farm during the years when food, petrol etc. was being rationed. What were some ways they made 
ends meet? 
 

THE SEEKERS                                                         
On this day in 1968, Australian singing group 'The Seekers' were named Australians of the Year for 
1967. Formed in 1962, the original group was made up of Judith Durham on vocals, Athol Guy on 
double bass and vocals, Keith Potger on twelve-string guitar and vocals, and Bruce Woodley on gui-
tar and vocals. More information: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Seekers  
Today would be a great day to sing some of the Seekers’ songs together. Here are some favourites 
(you’ll find them on YouTube): Morningtown Ride, Kumbaya my Lord, Blowing in the Wind, Carnival 
is Over, Hey There Georgie Girl and Puff the Magic Dragon. 
 
THE SUEZ CANAL 
On this day in 1869, the Suez Canal opened. Over 2.4 million Egyptian workers were involved in the 
digging of the canal. The Suez Canal is a sea-level waterway in Egypt, connecting the Mediterrane-
an Sea to the Red Sea through the Isthmus of Suez. Constructed by the Suez Canal Company be-
tween 1859 and 1869, it was officially opened on 17 November 1869. The canal offers watercraft a 
more direct route between the North Atlantic and northern Indian oceans via the Mediterranean and 
Red seas, thus avoiding the South Atlantic and southern Indian oceans and thereby reducing the 
journey distance from the Arabian Sea to London, for example, by approximately 8,900 kilometres. 
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES  / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Blessing of the Animals - Hispanic Catholic Christian 
National Day - Menorca, Spain 
 
 
 
                                                                               
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Seekers
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 January 18 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE  
Smiling is a language that everyone understands regardless of age, race, culture, language, and na-
tionality. 
 
BIRTHDAY, OLIVER HARDY 
Oliver Norvell Hardy was an American comic actor and one half of Laurel 
and Hardy, the double act that began in the era of silent films and lasted 
from 1927 to 1955. He appeared with his comedy partner Stan Laurel in 
107 short films, feature films, and cameo roles. You can watch some Lau-
rel and Hardy clips here and read some information to your residents:  
www.laurel-and-hardy.com  
 
WINNIE THE POOH DAY                       
Today is Winnie the Pooh Day. Read these quotes and discuss how they relate to your residents:   
https://www.countryliving.com/life/kids-pets/g22618757/best-winnie-the-pooh-quotes/ 
This would be a great day to celebrate Winnie the Pooh together with young people in your com-
munity. Here are some Winnie the Pooh crafts and even recipes: https://www.ohmy-creative.com/
diy-collections/winnie-the-pooh-activities-crafts-and-recipes/ 
 
FIRST FLEET ARRIVES IN BOTANY BAY 
On this day in 1788, the First Fleet carrying 736 convicts from England to Australia arrived in Botany 
Bay to set up a penal colony.  Arthur Phillip was born in London on 11 October 1738. He joined the 
Royal Navy when he was fifteen, and alternately earned a living as a navy officer and as a farmer. In 
October 1786, Phillip was appointed Governor-designate of the proposed British penal colony of 
New South Wales. Phillip was a practical man who suggested that convicts with experience in 
farming, building and crafts be included in the First Fleet, but his proposal was rejected, and this 
made the establishment of a workable colony difficult in the early years. The First Fleet, consisting of 
eleven ships, left Portsmouth, England, on 13 May 1787,and arrived in Botany Bay on 18 January 
1788. Phillip immediately determined that there was insufficient fresh water, an absence of usable 
timber, poor quality soil and no safe harbour at Botany Bay. Thus the fleet was moved to Port Jack-
son, arriving on 26 January 1788. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS 
On this day in 1778,  James Cook wa the first known European to discover the Hawaiian Islands, 
which he names the Sandwich Islands. The Hawaiian Islands are an archipelago of eight ma-
jor islands, several atolls, numerous smaller islets, and seamounts in the North Pacific Ocean, ex-
tending some 1,500 miles (2,400 kilometers) from the island of Hawaii in the south to northern-
most Kure Atoll. You will find out  how to host a Hawaiian Beach Party on page 73. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity - Christian 
 
 
 
 

https://www.countryliving.com/life/kids-pets/g22618757/best-winnie-the-pooh-quotes/
https://www.ohmy-creative.com/diy-collections/winnie-the-pooh-activities-crafts-and-recipes/
https://www.ohmy-creative.com/diy-collections/winnie-the-pooh-activities-crafts-and-recipes/
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 January 19 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE  
The mystery of human existence lies not in just staying alive, but in finding something to live for. 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky           
                                                                                   
INTERNATIONAL FLOWER DAY                          
What a great opportunity to visit some gardens, run a gardening club program, do some floral ar-
ranging and / or have a discussion about flowers. Here are some conversation starters:  
What is your favourite flower?  
Tell us about that flower?  
Did you ever have flowers in your garden at home?  
What did you grow?  
What flowers grow best in what climates?  
What flowers grow from bulbs? Etc.  
There is a  ‘Name the Flower’ activity on page 64. 
 
INTERNATIONAL CHEESE DAY                        
Today would be a great day to have a wine and cheese tasting event, focusing more on the cheese 
than the wine! You’ll need a variety of cheeses (and cracker biscuits) for people to sample and en-
joy. Here’s a cheesy quiz: 
1, Which cheese has a house in its name? Cottage Cheese 
2. Which hard cheese is grated onto Italian dishes? Parmesan 
3. What is melted cheese in a small pot called? Fondue  
4. Which cheese has holes in it? Swiss 
5. Which cheese has mould in it? Blue Vein 
6. Where does feta cheese come from? Goats 
7. What stringy cheese is often on pasta or pizzas? Mozzarella 
8. What cheese goes into a Greek Salad? Feta 
9. What is the most expensive cheese in the world? Moose Cheese 
10. What is the most popular cheese dish in USA?  Macaroni Cheese 
11. How many varieties of cheese are there? Over 2,000 
12. Which country in the world produces the most cheese? USA 
13. What is the top selling cheese in America? Mozzarella 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Kokborok Day - Tripura, India 
Coptic Epiphany - Coptic Orthodox  
World Religion Day - Baha'i 
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January 20 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE    
If you live with integrity, your regrets will be minimal. 
 
WORLD RELIGION DAY                                      
This day, observed in over 80 countries, aims to foster interfaith understanding and harmony by em-
phasising the common elements underlying all religions. Let us celebrate the variety of religions 
practiced here in Australia, and the freedom we have to practice them. An idea is to choose several 
residents from different religions to share about their faith.  
A great Netflix documentary to watch on this day would be, The Story of God by Morgan Freeman.  
There is a ‘Name the Religion’ activity on page 62. 
A good website to visit to learn more about religions is:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_religions_and_spiritual_traditions  
 
PENGUIN AWARENESS DAY 
A celebration of one of the world's most beloved creatures and a call to action 
for their conservation. Penguins are aquatic birds native to the Southern Hemi-
sphere. There’s around 20 known species of penguins in the world and eight of 
those species are found in the Antarctic. The largest penguins are the “emperor 
penguins”, and the smallest known penguin species are the “little penguins”,  
found in the coastal areas of Australia and New Zealand. Their black and white 
coats are thought to help camouflage them against predators, and their wings 
are used to swim rather than fly. The Gentoo penguin is the fastest of all pen-
guins and can swim up to an incredible 35kmh!  
 
THE AUSTRALIAN OPEN TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
The Australian Open Tennis tournament is one of the Grand Slam tournaments of Tennis, held in 
Melbourne, Australia and begins today. Ask your residents if they would like to watch it on TV. You 
could also have your own game of tennis-with-a-difference with balloons (or soft squishy balls and 
fly swats)! And while your residents are thinking about tennis, you may want to read some interest-
ing information about its history etc. https://www.britannica.com/sports/tennis 
 
BIRTHDAY, JOY ADAMSON 
Friederike Victoria Joy Adamson was a naturalist, artist and author. Her book, Born Free, describes 
her experiences raising a lion cub named Elsa. Born Free was printed in several languages, and 
made into an Academy Award-winning movie of the same name. In 1977, she was awarded 
the Austrian Cross of Honour for Science and Art. This is a perfect day to watch Born Free. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Timkat - Ethiopian Orthodox Christian 
Martyrs' Day - Azerbaijan 
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January 21 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE    
Look for the silver lining behind every dark cloud. 
 
INTERNATIONAL HUG DAY                                                                                              
Today is International Hug Day! Hug someone today, encourage others to hug. You might even 
choose to make a poster encouraging hugs. Alternatively, people could hug an animal, baby doll or 
a soft toy. 
 
THE RACE ACROSS THE CONTINENT 
On this day in 1863, explorer John McDouall Stuart received a huge public welcome in Adelaide 
after his successful crossing of the Australian continent. John McDouall Stuart was a Scottish-born 
explorer who was determined to cross Australia from south to north. Stuart led a total of six expedi-
tions into Australia's interior, with five of them being attempts to be the first to cross the continent 
from south to north, commencing from Adelaide. He succeeded on his fifth attempt, reaching the 
northern waters at Chambers Bay in July 1862. The return journey of 3,400km is considered one of 
the great survival stories of Australian exploration. While the crossing was successful, years of ardu-
ous expeditions had taken their toll on Stuart, and his health had deteriorated badly. The constant 
blinding glare from the desert sun combined with advanced scurvy to produce almost total blind-
ness. By August 1862, Stuart could no longer ride, and was carried back 960 kilometres between 
two horses on a stretcher mounted between two long poles. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used 
with permission) 
 
MAHAYANA NEW YEAR - BUDDHISM   
The Buddhist New Year depends on the country of origin or ethnic background of the people. In 
Mahayana countries the new year starts on the day of the first full moon in January. A time to reflect 
on the past and cleanse oneself from prior year’s sins, making a fresh start. 
 
BIRTHDAY, CHRISTIAN DIOR 
On this day in 1905 Christian Dior, French fashion designer was born in Granville, France. Christian 
Dior is best known as the founder of one of the world's top fashion houses, also called Christian 
Dior, which is now owned by Groupe Arnault. His fashion houses are now all around the world. 
 
THE BLUE MOUNTAINS                               
On this day in 1815 the first road over the Blue Mountains in NSW, was completed under the direc-
tion of William Cox. A great idea would be to facilitate a discussion about the Blue Mountains. Ask 
the residents to share about their holidays there. Here is some more information: 
https://www.australia.com/en/places/sydney-and-surrounds/guide-to-the-blue-mountains.html 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Demiana - Coptic Church 

 
 
 

https://www.australia.com/en/places/sydney-and-surrounds/guide-to-the-blue-mountains.html
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January 22 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE    
 Life is a series of bridges we must cross to reach our destination. 
 
POLKA DOT DAY                                                                                                
Today is National Polka Dot Day. Why don’t you encourage all staff and residents to wear polka 
dots today? There’s a poster to use on page 72. 
Here’s a short polka dot quiz: 
What Disney character wears a polka dot ribbon in her hair? Minnie Mouse 
Which judge on Master Chef sometimes wore polka dot bow ties? Matt Preston 
Who sang The itsy bitsy teeny weeny polka dot bikini? Brian Hyland 
Born on 1 June 1926, which Hollywood movie star favoured polka dot dresses? Marilyn Monroe 
A  spotty craft idea would be to draw some outlines (heart, tree, balloon etc.) on a sheet of paper, 
place glue where you want to embellish it, and then sprinkle polka dot confetti onto the page where 
the glue is. 
Here are some more polka dot crafts you may want to do:   
https://www.polkadotchair.com/30-polka-dot-inspired-crafts/ 
Here is one more idea. Facilitate a discussion about spots. Here are your questions: 
Thinking back on your clothing over the years, what did you wear that 
was polka dotty? 
If you were to go to the beach, and your itsy bitsy teeny weeny polka dot 
bikini is in your bag, what else should you pack? 
Here's some more information to read: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Polka_dot  
 
BIRTHDAY, LORD BYRON, POET                           
Today is the birthday of Lord Byron, English poet. Lord Byron (George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron By-
ron) was born January 22, 1788, in London, England and died April 19, 1824, at Missolonghi, Greece. 
He was a British Romantic poet and satirist whose poetry and personality captured the imagination 
of Europe. Renowned as the “gloomy egoist” of his autobiographical poem Childe Harold’s Pilgrim-
age (1812–18) in the 19th century, he is now more generally esteemed for the satiric realism of Don 
Juan (1819–24). 
For more information, you may choose to read this: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/lord-
byron. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Plurinational State Foundation Day - Bolivia  
Franco-German Day - Germany 
Ukrainian Unity Day - Ukraine  
Grandfather's Day - Poland 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                 
 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/lord-byron
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/lord-byron
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January 23 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
Live your life each day as you would climb a mountain. An occasional glance towards the summit 
keeps the goal in mind, but many beautiful scenes are to be observed from each new vantage 
point. Harold B Melchart 
                                                                                       
EXTREME SPORTS 
The X Games is a yearly sports event, controlled and managed by the American sports broadcast-
ing channel, ESPN, which focuses on extreme sports. The first X Games were held in 1995 in New-
port, Rhode Island. They begin today in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 
 
THE FIRST INSULIN INJECTION 
On this day in 1922, the first Insulin injection was used on a diabetic teenager. Diabetes is a chronic 
condition in which there is too much sugar in the blood. The condition results from the body's inabil-
ity to produce enough insulin, which is required to convert glucose, or sugar, from food into energy. 
Glucose is found in foods such as breads and cereals, fruit and starchy vegetables, legumes, milk, 
yoghurt and sweets. Since it cannot be converted into energy, the glucose stays in the blood. If left 
untreated, diabetes can affect other body parts and organs such as the kidneys and heart, eyes, 
nerves, gums and feet. There are two types of diabetes, Type 1 and type 2, and there is currently no 
cure. There are ways to manage it, such as through diet, lifestyle changes and insulin injections. For 
those with Diabetes type 1, insulin injections are a vital part of controlling the disease. Prior to the 
discovery of insulin, a diagnosis of diabetes meant certain death within days or weeks. The first in-
jection of insulin (initially called Isletin) was made on 14-year-old Leonard Thompson on 23 January 
1922 at the Toronto General Hospital in Ontario, Canada. Thompson suffered a severe allergic reac-
tion as a result of an apparent impurity in the injection. Over the next twelve days, chemist James 
Collip improved and purified the ox-pancreas extract, delivering a second injection which was suc-
cessful in bringing the boy out of his diabetic coma. Thompson recovered, and continued to be 
treated regularly with insulin until he died of pneumonia thirteen years later.   
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
BOUNTY DAY 
Bounty Day is a holiday on both Pitcairn Island, destination of the Bounty mutineers, and on Norfolk 
Island. It is celebrated on 23 January on Pitcairn, and on 8 June on Norfolk Island, the day that the 
descendants of the mutineers arrived on the island. It is named after the Bounty, although the ship 
never saw Norfolk Island. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
 Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose's Jayanti  - Orissa, Tripura, and West Bengal, India 
World Freedom Day - Taiwan and South Korea 
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January 24 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
Take today as an opportunity to share your kindness and sprinkle it from room to room.   
 
BIRTHDAY, NEIL DIAMOND 
Neil Leslie Diamond is an American singer-songwriter, musician and actor. With 38 songs in the Top 
10 on the Billboard Adult Contemporary charts, Diamond has sold more than 100 million records 
worldwide, making him one of the best-selling musicians of all time. On the Hot 100 and Adult Con-
temporary charts, he has had ten No. 1 singles: "Cracklin' Rosie", "Song Sung Blue", "Longfellow 
Serenade", "I've Been This Way Before", "If You Know What I Mean", "Desirée", "You Don't Bring Me 
Flowers", "America", "Yesterday's Songs", and "Heartlight". Wikipedia 
 
COMPLIMENT DAY 
The power of a compliment is remarkable: Either giving or receiving one can boost your happiness 
and confidence, making it a win-win for both parties. So on January 24, celebrate National Compli-
ment Day by going all out with your complimenting. Created in 1998 by two women from New 
Hampshire, Kathy Chamberlin and Debby Hoffman, National Compliment Day is a feel-good that 
can include everyone. 
 
THE GOLDEN PIPELINE 
Charles Yelverton O'Connor was born on 11 January 1843 in Ireland. He arrived in Perth, Western 
Australia in 1891 after having been offered the position of Engineer-in-Chief by Sir John Forrest. His 
first task was to build a safe harbour for Perth, Fremantle Harbour, which remains Western Austral-
ia's largest and busiest port. O’Connor was also employed as acting general manager of railways in 
Western Australia. In this capacity, he greatly improved the operation of the government railways. 
O’Connor’s next major project was to build a pipeline that would deliver water to the goldfields, ap-
proximately 600 km east of Perth… Seven years passed between the inception of O'Connor's ideas 
and the completion of the pipeline's construction. The Golden Pipeline was opened on 24 January 
1903. When John Forrest opened the pipeline at Coolgardie, he said of O'Connor, 'the great builder 
of this work … to bring happiness and comfort to the people of the goldfields for all time'. (Source: 
today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Unification Day - Romania 
Spring Festival Eve - China 
Feast of Our Lady of Peace - Roman Catholic Church 
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January 25 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE   
If you are always fixated on what is happening elsewhere, a beautiful opportunity may pass you by. 
  
INTERNATIONAL OPPOSITE DAY                                                       
Today is International Opposite Day, so on page 58 is a quiz for you to enjoy together. 
 
ROBERT BURNS, POET                          
On this night, Scots everywhere honour Robert Burns, poet, balladeer and for many, Scotland’s fa-
vourite son. Burns Night is a night for all Scots to celebrate their heritage. Learn more about Robert 
Burns here:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burns_supper  
You could also read some of his poems: http://www.robertburns.org/works/ 
 
BIRTHDAY, VIRGINIA WOOLF 
Virginia Woolf, born this day in 1882 was a significant figure in London literary society and a central 
figure in the influential Bloomsbury Group of intellectuals. She was one of the foremost modernists 
of the twentieth century. 
 
CHINESE NEW YEAR 
Chinese people have been a part of the Australian way of life, 
right back from the gold rush days in the 1800’s. Currently 
there are over 509,000 people living in Australia who were 
born in China. On Chinese New Year we celebrate their cul-
ture together with them.  
Some ideas are: 
Arrange with your Chef to have a Chinese feast 
 Make some Chinese lanterns  
          (https://www.firstpalette.com/craft/paper-lantern.html) to decorate the room 
 Enjoy a Chinese travel DVD 
 Create some small red envelopes and place chocolate coins in them 
 Invite a Chinese person to be a guest speaker to share about his or her culture 
 Ask who has been to China and ask them about their experiences 
  For more ideas, games, crafts etc. visit: 
https://www.qualityaging.com.au/chinese-new-year/  
https://www.goldencarers.com/calendar/chinese-new-year-activities/12/ 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Tatiana Day or Russian Students Day - Russia, Eastern Orthodox 
National Nutrition Day - Indonesia 
Conversion of St. Paul - Christian 
 
 

 
  
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burns_supper
http://www.robertburns.org/works/
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January 26   
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE      
 Immersing yourself in music is a simple way to relax and unwind. 
 
AUSTRALIA DAY CELEBRATIONS 
 January 26, in 1788  was the day First Fleet commander Captain 
Arthur Phillip rowed ashore at Sydney Cove, raised the Union 
Jack and proclaimed British sovereignty over part of the Australi-
an continent. There are many people in Australia who are choos-
ing not to celebrate Australia Day. Aboriginal people call it 
'Invasion Day', 'Day of Mourning' or 'Aboriginal Sovereignty Day'. 
Some call it ‘Survival Day’. The name ‘Survival Day’ expresses the 
fact that Aboriginal culture is still strong and many Aboriginal 
people's identities are positive and alive despite all that hap-
pened since colonisation. We need to be culturally sensitive to-
wards those who prefer not to celebrate Australia Day on this day.  
 
Here are some ways we can celebrate Australia Day in our care homes: 
 Decorating (bunting, flags etc.):  
 https://www.partiesonline.com.au/party-theme-ideas-supplies/australia-day-anzac-day/
 australia-anzac-day-flags-bunting-door-covers-c-33_109_72_541/ 
 Sing-a-long: The Aussie Sing-a-long DVD has thirteen tracks of well-known Aussie songs. 

Large print words are up on the screen overlaid on a pale background of Australian images 
and songs are performed by Aussie entertainer Lazy Harry.  

 https://www.boxn  dice.com.au/shop/music-and-video/aussie-singalong-dvd/ 
 Discussion group about Australia Day: https://www.australiaday.org.au/about-australia-day/

history/  
 Sing the National Anthem together. 
 Do the all-Australian quiz from Del’s book, Daily Quizzes for Seniors. 
 And don’t forget to make some lamingtons!  

Buy a large sponge cake slab from the bakery (or ask the chef to order one in) 
Prepare this icing mixture:  
4 cups icing sugar 
1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa 
2 tablespoons butter 
1/2 cup milk 
Coat squares of sponge with icing then dip into desiccated coconut 

 ...and of course, what’s Australia Day without having a barbeque? So arrange a barbeque with 
your manager and chef. 

 Unwind at the end of the day with an Australian movie such as: Red Dog, Crocodile Dundee, 
The Castle or Muriel’s Wedding 

 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Republic Day - India 
                                                                                    
 

https://www.partiesonline.com.au/party-theme-ideas-supplies/australia-day-anzac-day/australia-anzac-day-flags-bunting-door-covers-c-33_109_72_541/
https://www.partiesonline.com.au/party-theme-ideas-supplies/australia-day-anzac-day/australia-anzac-day-flags-bunting-door-covers-c-33_109_72_541/
https://www.australiaday.org.au/about-australia-day/history/
https://www.australiaday.org.au/about-australia-day/history/
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January 27 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE    
If I make self comfort a priority I will have enough spare energy to help others.  
 
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF MEMORY OF THE VICTIMS OF THE HOLOCAUST 
Holocaust survivors and various leaders make their voices heard on the International Day of Com-
memoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust. Many of them speak publicly about the Hol-
ocaust or their experiences around the event, its aftermath and why the world should never forget 
what happened in Europe in the 1930s and 1940s. (Note: This could be a sensitive day for some of 
your residents so do not mention this if you know it could be a trigger of traumatic experiences). 
 
BIRTHDAY, WOLFGANG MOZART                            
On this day in 1756 Austrian Classical composer, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, was born.  In a short 
span of 35 years, he became the most celebrated musician, writing almost 600 musical pieces all of 
which are hailed as masterpieces. Why don’t you celebrate his birthday by listening to some of his 
compositions on YouTube? Here are 15 interesting facts about Mozart: https://www.classicfm.com/
composers/mozart/pictures/mozarts-15-birthday-facts/4/. A suitable movie to watch is Amadeus.  
 
CHOCOLATE CAKE DAY                                                           
This chocolate cake recipe looks absolutely delicious: 
1 cup self-raising flour  3 tbs cocoa powder 
250 g butter    1/2 cup caster sugar 
1 tsp vanilla essence   2 eggs 
Icing: 
1 cup icing sugar sifted  1 tsp cocoa powder sifted 
1 dash milk    2 tsp butter softened 
Method 
In a bowl, combine flour, cocoa, sugar, vanilla essence and melted butter. 
Add eggs and mix together for 1 minute. 
Pour into a lined cake tin and bake for 25 - 35 minutes at 160C. 
If the cake springs back it's cooked. Do not overcook. 
Icing: Mix together icing sugar, cocoa, milk and butter. 
Ice cake once it has cooled. 
 
BUBBLE WRAP APPRECIATION DAY 
Here’s a fun thing to do. Buy a roll of bubble wrap, cut it into squares and then have a bubble wrap 
popping competition! Reward the first person to pop all their bubbles with a prize. This activity is 
good for dexterity and will no doubt generate a few giggles.  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Saint Dévote's Day - Monaco 
Australia Day Observed (Public Holiday) 
 

https://www.classicfm.com/composers/mozart/pictures/mozarts-15-birthday-facts/4/
https://www.classicfm.com/composers/mozart/pictures/mozarts-15-birthday-facts/4/
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January 28 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE    
Silence is golden, yet rarely appreciated for its worth. 
 
FUN AT WORK DAY 
Having fun at work should happen every day! Did you know that studies have shown that a per-
son's perception of time changes when they are having fun? According to these studies, having fun 
can help pass the time faster. Here’s some ideas to have fun at work: 
 Dress up in a funny costume 
 Wear a funny hat 
 Read the jokes from page 47 
 Watch a funny movie 
 
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE 
On this day in 1813 Jane Austen's book Pride and Prejudice was published by Thomas Egerton in 
the United Kingdom. Jane Austen called this brilliant work "her own darling child" and its vivacious 
heroine, Elizabeth Bennet, "as delightful a creature as ever appeared in print." The romantic clash 
between the opinionated Elizabeth and her proud beau, Mr. Darcy, is a splendid performance of civ-
ilised sparring. And Jane Austen's radiant wit sparkles as her characters dance a delicate quadrille 
of flirtation and intrigue, making this book the most superb comedy of manners of Regency England  
 
FOWLERS BAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Matthew Flinders was born on 16 March 1774 in Lincolnshire, England. He became a sea explorer, 
and arrived in Australia in the 1790s. Australia was previously known as New Holland, and Flinders 
first proposed the name "Terra Australis", which became "Australia", the name adopted in 1824. Flin-
ders, together with George Bass, did much sea exploration around Australia, adding to the 
knowledge of the coastline, and producing accurate maps. Between December 1801 and June 
1803, Flinders charted the entire coastline of Australia. On 28 January 1802, Flinders anchored in 
Fowlers Bay on the southern coast, and described it as "a well sheltered cove affording wood and 
water". He named it after his first lieutenant, Robert Fowler. Fowlers Bay later became a major whal-
ing centre, and the supply depot for Edward Eyre's expedition across the Nullarbor Plain in 1839. 
(Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
DAISY DAY 
The word daisy comes from the Old English language, ‘day’s eye’ be-
cause its petals blossom at dawn and shut at dusk.  Ask, who remem-
bers making daisy chains when they were young? 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Army Day - Armenia 
Lego Day - International 
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January 29 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                          
Memory is a diary that remains in our hearts, even when the brain cannot recall it. 
 
INTERNATIONAL PUZZLE DAY                    
Today is International Puzzle Day, so what better activity to do than to go through your cupboards 
and drawers and get the puzzles out! If you need to buy more, they are as cheap as chips at 
Kmart. Here are some ideas: Dominoes, Scrabble, Connect 4, Ludo, Snakes and Ladders and 
more. You can buy large size Playing Cards at the cheap bargain shops. You can also print off 
some games from:  
https://keepingbusy.com/kb-downloads/word-search-spring-levels-1-2-3.pdf  
https://www.puzzles-to-print.com/  
 
BIRTHDAY, LAWRENCE HARGRAVE, AUSTRALIAN INVENTER OF BOX KITE 
Lawrence Hargrave was born on 29 January 1850 at Greenwich, England, but emigrated to Aus-
tralia in 1865. He took on an engineering apprenticeship in Sydney, and was always interested in 
a variety of experiments, particularly those to do with flying machines. Hargrave invented the box 
kite in 1893, and used it to further his aerodynamic studies. On 12 November 1894, Hargrave 
linked four of his kites together, added a sling seat, and flew about five metres in the air on a 
beach near Wollongong, New South Wales. In doing so, he demonstrated that it was possible for 
man to build, and be transported in, a safe and stable flying machine. His radical design for a 
wing that could support far more than its own weight opened up opportunities for other inventors 
to develop the design for commercial purposes. Hargrave never patented his designs, so did not 
receive the recognition he deserved. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
BIRTHDAY, OPRAH WINFREY 
Oprah Winfrey was born on this day in 1954. She began her media career in radio before becom-
ing a news anchor and launching her show 'The Oprah Winfrey Show' in 1986. It ran until 2011 
and is credited with popularising the talk show format and introducing a new confessional style. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Martyrdom of Fatima - Iran 
St. Valero's Feast - Spain 
Tet - Vietnam  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://keepingbusy.com/kb-downloads/word-search-spring-levels-1-2-3.pdf
https://www.puzzles-to-print.com/
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January 30 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE     
There is only one map to the journey of life and it lives within your heart. Willie Nelson 
 
SMOOTHIE TIME                           
Summertime is smoothie time. Why don’t you introduce your residents to the joy of creating 
healthy smoothies. Let your imagination run wild and have fun! Another idea is to make some as 
a fundraising event and sell them to other residents and the staff! 
https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/articles/50-smoothies 
 
FOREST CREEK GOLDFIELDS 
On Monday, January 30, in 1854, the first Cobb & Co coach departed Melbourne for the Forest 
Creek goldfields. The discovery of gold in Australia in the 1850s brought with it an immediate need 
for faster and better forms of transport. Four enterprising Americans saw a way to fill this need. 
Freeman Cobb, John Murray Peck, James Swanton and John Lamber started a network of horse 
and coach runs in a manner similar to what whivh operated in the United States. Originally called 
the American Telegraph Line of Coaches, the name was later changed to Cobb & Co. Specially 
sprung coaches that could handle Australia's rough roads and rocky tracks were imported from 
America for the enterprise. Horses were replaced at changing stations 25 to 40 kilometres apart, 
meaning that fresher horses improved travelling time. Cobb & Co's first run was on 30 January 
1854, departing Melbourne for the Forest Creek diggings (now Castlemaine) and Bendigo. The 
network of routes was quickly expanded to deal with increased demand in the growing colony of 
Victoria. Initially a passenger service, Cobb & Co's reputation for speed and reliable service soon 
saw it being used for mail delivery and gold escort as well. Headquarters were moved from Victo-
ria to Bathurst in 1862. Workshops were built at Hay and Bourke in New South Wales and Castle-
maine in Victoria, and the service was expanded to include Queensland. The first Cobb & Co 
coach in Queensland ran from Brisbane to Ipswich on 1 January 1866. The railway line took pas-
sengers from Ipswich to Grandchester, and another Cobb & Co service took the passengers from 
Grandchester on, up to Toowoomba. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
NATIONAL CROISSANT DAY 
Arrange with the chef to have croissants for morning tea. 
For more information: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Croissant  
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
Vasant Panchami   - Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Muslims in India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Java 
and Bali (Indonesia)  
The Three Holy Hierarchs - Greece  
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/articles/50-smoothies
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January 31 
 
TODAY’S INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE                                                                                          
A friend is someone who will, without being asked, care for you because they are sensitive and in 
tune to your needs. 
 
INSPIRE YOUR HEART WITH ART DAY 
Today is International Inspire your Heart with Art day. So, what better day to do a heart-based art 
project? Using the template on page 67, ask residents to write an inspiring message to them-
selves, to inspire their hearts. 
 
AUSTRALIA’S FIRST CLOCK TOWER 
On Wednesday, January 31, in 1798, Australia's first public clock tower was completed. Governor 
John Hunter was Governor of New South Wales from 1795 to 1800. Present on the First Fleet, and 
instrumental in the development of the colonies in both Sydney and Norfolk Island, Hunter suc-
ceeded Australia's first Governor, Arthur Phillip on 11 September 1795. Hunter experienced great 
opposition to his authority, especially when Lieutenant Governor Francis Grose allowed the mili-
tary to have too much control over the convicts. Regardless, Hunter sought to implement order in 
the colony, initiating new construction and works in Sydney and Parramatta. In 1797, Hunter com-
missioned the building of Australia's first public clock tower, after the HMS 'Reliance' brought the 
clock to Sydney on 26 June 1797. The 150-foot tall tower was erected on Church Hill, one of the 
most elevated locations in Sydney, and completed in January 1798. On 31 January 1798, the clock 
was positioned on the tower in front of a small gathering. The building served not only as a clock 
tower, but as an observation tower for members of the military who had an interest in scientific 
pursuits. (Source: today.referdex.com.au, used with permission) 
 
BIRTHDAY, FRANZ SCHUBERT 
Franz Schubert was born in 1797 and was only 31 when he died. In his relatively short life he com-
posed over 600 works, a fraction of which were published within his lifetime. The son of a school 
teacher, he lived most of his life in obscurity in Vienna. It was only after his death in 1828 from ty-
phoid fever and probably syphilis that the extent of his composition was discovered, published 
and performed. Schubert is particularly known for his melodies and songs, writing over 500 of the 
latter. Some of the most famous include "The Erlking", "Mignon" songs from Goethe and those 
based on Walter Scott's "Lady of the Lake". Schubert wrote 8 more less completed symphonies, 
though his most well known is perhaps his "Unfinished Symphony" of 1822.  
 
CHIMP IN SPACE 
On this day in 1961, a chimpanzee sent into space in a United States rocket was recovered alive 
and well from the sea near Florida. 
 
OTHER OBSERVANCES / EVENTS ON THIS DAY 
National Day - Narau     
Amartithi Meherabad - India, followers of Meher Baba 
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Baby Doll Therapy 
 

Doll therapy originated in the 1990s with the 
aim of reducing behavioural issues and psy-
chological disorders in people with dementia.   
It is linked to Bowlby’s ‘Attachment Theory’ and 
was thought to be helpful to apply in people 
with dementia to ease emotional problems and 
anxiety. 
  
Doll therapy is similar to other therapeutic inter-
ventions like music therapy, aromatherapy and 
art therapy, with the intention to lessen the reli-
ance on pharmacological treatments to man-
age the challenging behaviours that can ac-
company dementia. It is believed that the thera-
py promotes a sense of fulfilment and emotion-
al attachment for residents who may struggle 
with depression and a lack of personal fulfil-
ment.  Caring for the dolls allows the consumer 
to feel a sense of accomplishment and gives 
their lives a sense of purpose.   
 
A growing body of research is promoting the 
benefits of doll theory, which can include: 
An increase in positive social behaviour 

Decrease in medication 
Diminished agitation, aggression and wander-
ing 
   
What are the benefits for people with demen-
tia? 
 
Some people with dementia find that they get 
enjoyment from holding or simply being with a 
doll. It might remind them of a time when they 
had young children of their own or simply cre-
ate pleasant feelings of reminiscence or affec-
tion.  
 
Some family members find that giving the per-
son they care for a doll seems to inspire a re-
newed sense of purpose, which can lead to in-
creased activity levels and liveliness. 
 
Having a doll to interact with can improve the 
person’s communication, which can produce 
improvements in communication with other 
people. 

Donna Valantis 

Donna’s Column  
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Tips on giving a doll to the person you care for: 
 Introduce the doll gradually. You could 

place it on a chair before the person en-
ters the room. Watch to see how – and if – 
they respond. 

 Let the person discover the doll in their 
own time. If they show no interest in it, do 
not worry too much about drawing their 
attention to it. You can always try another 
day. 

 If the person with dementia is interested in 
the doll, use it as a way to connect with 
them. If they aren’t able to answer ques-
tions about the doll, consider making ob-
servations about it to them instead, for ex-
ample: ‘what a nice face’, ‘what a lovely 
dress’ 

 
Things to be aware of: 
 Not everyone will want to interact with a 

doll. If the person shows no interest, do 
not press the doll upon them. 

 Some people dislike seeing the person 
they care for with a doll or toy. They may 
think it seems like they are treating them 
like a child. Discuss your plans with any 
other members of your family first to dis-
cover their views. Explaining the benefits 
and the evidence may help soothe any 
concerns. 

 Some people with dementia may become 
very attached to a doll. Grandchildren or 
other residents in a care home may pick 
up the doll which could prove upsetting. 
Consider using the doll at times when this 
is unlikely to happen. 

 The person may start neglecting their own 
needs to prioritise the doll, for instance, 
putting it in their bed while they sleep in a 
chair, or trying to give it their food. Watch 
for these signs of attachment and consid-
er using the doll away from meal times 
and early in the day rather than close to 

bedtime. 
 Be culturally sensitive – consider choosing 

a doll with the same skin colour as the 
person. 

 Try to avoid using dolls that make a noise 
e.g. crying noises, as this may cause dis-
tress. 

 Some people might prefer a cuddly toy or 
animal so you can try making these avail-
able too and allow the person to choose. 

 
Tips for Using Doll Therapy for Alzheimer’s 
 Communicate the purpose of the doll for 

anyone else who may be providing care. 
 Do not force a doll on any consum-

er: allow them to approach, hold and be 
stimulated by the doll in their own time. 

 Do not call the doll a doll. 
 Do not purchase a doll that cries out loud, 

as that could be upsetting for the con-
sumer. 

 Provide a bassinet or small crib for the 
doll, along with clothes etc. 

  
Doll therapy allows appropriately identified peo-
ple to interact with dolls and care for them as 
they would a living child.  Residents can rock, 
feed, change and dress the dolls, which are of-
ten kept in bassinets and prams. It is important 
that both staff and resident families are on 
board with the doll therapy, to ensure that the 
approach has the best chance for success.  Not 
all therapy techniques and treatments are ap-
propriate for every consumer, so a thorough 
screening process is being undertaken to en-
sure that only the most suitable residents par-
ticipate in the initiative.  It is important to note 
that doll therapy is never about teasing resi-
dents or making them look foolish but rather 
giving them the opportunity to feel loving and 
useful by utilising an innovative approach to 
dementia care. 

Donna Valantis is a qualified Diversional Therapist who has worked in the field 
of Health, Welfare, Government Aged Care and Community Sectors in various 
management positions for 20 years. Donna has completed her Diploma of 
Health Science and just recently completed  studies in Community Services. 
Donna’s other interests include spending quality time with her children, walk-
ing for fitness, volunteering in the community and raising awareness online 
about the illegal and brutal trade of human trafficking. 
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Creativity   

 

Craft & Activity Ideas 
 

Woolly Worms 
Here’s a fun idea that  helps to maintain or strengthen dexterity. 
Resources: 
Lots of wool of different colours and textures 
Scissors 
Glue 
Template 
Buttons for eyes 
Instructions: 
Photocopy template (enlarged) onto cardboard  
Cut templates out 
Wrap wool around the worm 
Glue buttons on as eyes 
Hang worms up as a mobile 
Woolly worm template is on page 69. 
 
 
 
 
 

Lavender Bath Salt 
This is a lovely, relaxing sensory activity. 
Ingredients: 
Have some dried lavender 
Few drops lavender oil 
Epsom salts 
Instructions: 
Mix together  
Place in sewn sachets or place into jars. 
Sell at craft fair. 
 

Ideas Book 
All you need is a couple of notebooks and pens. 
Leave notebooks and pen at reception, staffroom and areas where 
residents gather.  
Ask people to write their suggestions and ideas.  
If one is followed through, don’t forget to do a CI (Continuous Im-
provement) form. 
This is a way others can be involved in the Leisure and Lifestyle 
department.   

Photo credit: Megan Harris 
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Personalised Activity Boxes 
These are personalised activity boxes with items of interest for 
residents living with dementia. Once a Leisure and Lifestyle 
Care Plan has been written, consider what items may be of in-
terest to residents to include in these boxes (e.g.: sandpaper 
and wood for a former builder, school photos, pens and pads 
for a former schoolteacher, different fabrics to fold for a former 
dressmaker etc.) Ideas of items to go in boxes are doilies, lami-
nated pictures, photos, pieces of fabric, scarves of different tex-
tures, purse, compact mirror,  doilies, stress ball, keyring, 
chunky jewellery, purse, wood, sandpaper, pen, paper, note-
books, small books, etc. The ideas are endless. I get my items 
from op shops, garage sales and cheap shops. 
 

Busy Boards 
My friend Nicolle Gallagher from Coolamon Villa in Mul-
lumbimby (Catholic Healthcare) made this busy board for resi-
dents living with dementia. Its been a huge success! A similar 
idea would be to place some old clocks, radios, tools, etc. in a 
box for the blokes to tinker with. 
 

Car Club 
Invite members of local car clubs to visit so residents can view 
their cars. Just Google or Facebook search the words ‘car club’ 
and the name of your town and I am sure you’ll find something. 
  
 
 

Old Calendars 
It  is so wasteful to see all last year’s lovely pictorial calendars 
go to landfill, when they can be recycled! I suggest you place 
an ad in some of your local community Facebook groups ask-
ing for people’s old calendars. Then you can laminate the pic-
tures and use them for small group discussions.  
 

Weaving Loom 
Resources: 
A frame created into a loom (available on eBay) 
Lengths of wool cut to size 
Instructions: 
Secure to wall  
Have sign saying ‘Have a go’  
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Pebble Art 
Resources: 
Lots of flat stones of different shapes and sizes 
Glue 
Canvas 
Black texta 
Instructions: 
Lay stones out on the table 
Show residents these pictures but encourage them 
 to create something of their own. It can just be a  
pattern or a scene that tells a story.  
(Google some, and you’ll be surprised what people have 
made) 
Lay out chosen stones onto canvas 
Glue stones onto canvas 
Draw embellishments if necessary 
Alternatively you could provide a sand tray and encourage 
residents to arrange stones in the sand (like these photos) 
 

Messages on Stones 
There is a trend at the moment where people paint small 
rocks and place them in locations. I have found two in the 
last month. They have a painting or an inspirational message 
on them. What a great, meaningful craft activity for you and 
your residents to do! You can even incorporate a bus outing 
and stop at various locations to drop off the rocks.  Perhaps 
the residents may choose to use some of the inspirational 
quotes from this publication. Alternatively your residents may 
just want to paint some pebbles. Read more: https://
www.ellaslist.com.au/unplugandplay/let-s-start-this-in-
australia  (also NSW Rocks on Facebook) 
 

Colouring in  
There are loads of free mandala colouring in pages on the 
Internet. I always have a selection for residents to choose 
from. Some residents choose simple ones (like the man in 
this photo) while others prefer more complex ones. This pro-
ject encourages creativity and mindfulness. It’s a lovely, crea-
tive way to relax. Colouring in requires a person to focus, but 
not so much that it’s stressful. It opens up one’s frontal lobe, 
which controls organising and problem solving, and allows 
the person to put everything else aside and live in the mo-
ment, generating focus. When an adult colours, they are 
transported back to the stress free days of childhood.  
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Recipes 

 

Food, Glorious Food 

Individual Mini Trifles 
 
Ingredients:   
Fresh fruit    
Custard    
Cream (whipped)   
Jelly     
Sponge cake    
Jam     
  
Equipment: 
Individual glasses 
Serving spoons 
Teaspoons 
Knives 
Chopping board 
 
Instructions: 
1. Have everything prepared 
and ready (jelly, sponge, 
cream whipped etc.) 
2. Residents to chop up the 
fruit of their choosing 
3. Residents create their own 
mini trifles from the ingredi-
ents provided. 
 
 
 

Tasty Rocky Road 
 
Ingredients:   
Large bar of dark choco-
late 
Mini marshmallows 
Cherries 
Pecan nuts (optional) 
    
Equipment: 
Mixing bowl 
Wooden spoon for mixing 
Slice tin 
Chopping boards 
Knives 
 
Instructions: 
1. Cut up nuts and cher-
ries 
2. Melt chocolate 
3. Mix all ingredients to-
gether 
4. Pour into container 
5. Place in fridge for sever-
al hours 
6. Cut up into pieces 

Rice Bubble Slice 
 
Ingredients:   
125gm butter    
1/2  cup caster sugar 
2 tbsp honey 
5 cups rice bubbles  
 
Equipment: 
Slice tin 
Saucepan 
Mixing Bowl 
 
Instructions: 
1.. Line slice tin with baking 
paper. 
2. Stir butter and sugar in a 
small saucepan over medi-
um-high heat until sugar dis-
solves. Add honey. 
3. Place rice bubbles in a 
large bowl then pour in but-
ter mixture. Mix well. Spoon 
into  tin. Press down flat with 
a rubber spatula then allow 
to set before slicing. 
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Cathryn’s Column 
 
 

Chaplain’s Corner  
 

 
Cathryn McMillan 

 
 

VOLUNTEER’S TEAM MEETING 
 
Prayer for Staff and Volunteers: 
Loving God I thank you for the generosity and gentleness of the staff and volunteers who give their 
time to spend with residents here. For their courage and perseverance in accompanying those in 
grief and pain. For their wisdom in dealing with life's most difficult questions.  We call upon you, 
God for the gift of ongoing strength and endurance in their ministry.  For continued growth and in-
sight into sharing your love with those at the end of their life.  Lord, be with them as they spend time 
with friends and family, and our residents. Nurture them and encourage them in all they do. In Je-
sus name. Amen 
 
Discussion Points:  
(Share thoughts and ideas as a group) 
What do you do to engage effectively with residents 1:1 and in groups? 
How do you manage, accept, cope with, the impact of dementia on other’s lives? 
 
Professional Development: 
Topic - Holding Space  
What does it mean to hold space for someone else?  
It means that we are willing to walk alongside another person in whatever journey they’re on, with-
out judging them, making them feel inadequate, trying to fix them, or trying to impact the outcome. 
When we hold space for other people, we open our hearts, offer unconditional support, and let go 
of judgement and control. Giving your complete undivided attention to the other person. So, how do 
we stay present? The first thing to recognize is that, try as we might, we really can only do one thing 
at a time, so we ought to do that thing wholeheartedly. Being fully present means having your fo-
cus, your attention, your thoughts and feelings all fixed on the task at hand. If you are speaking to 
somebody, then your attention and energy is focused on him or her and what he or she is saying. 
 

QUOTES 
 
“Did I offer peace today? Did I bring a smile to someone's face? Did I say words of healing? Did I let 
go of my anger and resentment? Did I forgive? Did I love?' These are the real questions.” Henri 
Nowen  
 
“I share the love of God everyday with everyone I meet Only sometimes do I need to use words.” 
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 BIBLE VERSE DISCUSSION WITH RESIDENTS 
 
“Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted.” (Matthew 5:4) 
What does this verse mean to you?  
Does this verse tell you something about God’s character? 
Have there been times you have felt comforted by God? 
What helps you find a sense of peace or comfort? 
 

PRAYERS FOR RESIDENTS 
 
Ideas:  
Print them in large easy to read font to give to individual residents to read or have someone to read 
for them.  
Know the resident’s faith, and always respect their wishes.  
Always ask the resident if they would like you to read it for them first. 
Print them to make available for family members, volunteers, or staff to take with them or access to 
bring comfort and peace to someone in need.  
Print them and put them up on the notice board.  
 
Personal prayers: 
Gracious and merciful God, because You have given your Son, I know that you are never far away 
from me. I turn to You in this quiet moment to seek Your comfort and strength. Be my companion 
today, O Lord, that I may receive Your healing and renewing touch. In Jesus’ name, I pray. Amen 
Every day I need you, Lord, but today especially I need some extra strength to face whatever is to 
be. This day I need to feel you near – to fortify my courage and overcome my fear. By myself I can-
not meet the challenge of the hour. There are times when humans need a higher power to help 
them bear what must be borne. And so, dear Lord I pray – hold on to my trembling hand and be 
with me today. Amen 
 
Group prayers: 
These can be used before a meeting with residents or when praying for those who are struggling.  
 

Dear God, look upon the residents of ______________ (name of facility) who are here today. Place 
Your healing hands upon all who are suffering in mind, body or spirit. Bless all caregivers and may 
our presence and encouragement give our residents hope and strength. With encouraging words, 
may we all support one another. We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen 
 
A blessing: 
May God bless you and keep you. May God’s face shine on you. May God be kind to you and give 
you peace.  
 
The Lord’s Prayer: 
Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy Name. Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on 
earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses, as we for-
give those who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. For 
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever and ever. Amen.  
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SUPPORTING PEOPLE AT TIMES OF GRIEF AND LOSS 
 
A ‘Time to Remember’ : 
This shows residents that we value them in both life and death. We honour the lives that have 
shared and touched ours. We acknowledge that they have been part of our journey; and we give 
thanks for each person. 
These can also be helpful for resident’s individual family members, staff and volunteers and support 
the process of grief at this time. 
 
Make sure there is a current and up to date procedure for letting staff and volunteers who work with 
the resident know, prior to them arriving at the persons room, as this can add to their grief. This 
could be a phone call, email, text, or a board in the staff room set aside for remembrance.  
Make sure the residents at the dining table where they sit, in the lounge or common areas, as well 
as those in the same area or hall, are told face to face by someone that the resident has died, as 
soon after as possible. Remember this needs to happen whether you ‘think’ they liked or cared 
about each other or not.  
 
Don’t forget to acknowledge those who pass away in hospital as they are not always acknowl-
edged as it may take a few days for the information to be passed on.  It is also important for staff as 
well as residents to have time to remember when a staff member dies, as they feel this loss as well.  
Always refer on and alert the Service Manager, Registered Nurse, Lifestyle staff, Chaplain or Pasto-
ral carer or volunteer visitors (according to your organisation’s procedures) for additional support if 
you are concerned about any resident’s wellbeing or coping ability after the death of a family mem-
ber or friend, another resident, a staff member or a pet, or any other event that has affected or im-
pacted the resident.  
 
Always let the Service Manager know if you are concerned about a resident’s family member, a staff 
member or a volunteer’s wellbeing or coping ability at any stage. 
 
Ideas:  
 You may introduce a guard of honour, by staff and residents to honour the life of the person. 

This happens at the time when the funeral company arrive to take the person’s body away. 
Residents and staff may stand in the hall, doorway, or outside path, either side or to one side. 
One staff member might walk all the way with the person’s body to the car. Thank them for 
attending. 

 Use a ‘blanket’ of honour or covering to spread over the person as they are walked out, in-
stead of a plain white sheet (Remember to walk out to the vehicle and collect this from the fu-
neral director, and fold this before coming back into the house). 

 Place a cross, a flower or use something that connects to what the person values, and place 
this in the middle of their chest area.  

 You might like to say something individually or together, “farewell”, “bless you”, “until we meet 
again”, “goodbye (person’s name)” “thank you for the memories”. 

 Resident’s should be asked if they would like to take part every time there is a death.  
 Never assume that because they said ‘no’ once that they do not want to be a part of this ever, 

or for others.  
 Let them know in advance of the process.  
 Give them time to think about it and respond.  
 Allow them time during this process to change their mind and return to their room or another 

area. 
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Cathryn McMillan, now a mother of five,  began her career as an enrolled nurse and 
went on to complete a Diploma of Community Services Coordination, a Diploma in 
Counselling, and Certificate IV in Training and Assessment, as well as Pastoral Care. 
She is currently studying at University working towards a Graduate Diploma in Pas-
toral Care and Aging. She is currently working as a chaplain in aged care. She says, 
“I am passionate about each of us doing Aged care well, no matter what the role, or 
the challenges these bring. I believe we are there to help in different ways; to help 
find meaning, to care, love, show respect, encourage, support, build up and make a          
difference. I love to help others find value in their role at work, at home with family, in 
study, or in life. My hope  is that the topics and items I bring in this ‘Chaplain's Cor-
ner’ will increase your skills and knowledge, and bring value to the support and op-
portunities you provide, to benefit the people you work with.  

 Have tissues handy for those who need it. 
 Check in with people afterwards; make a cup of tea; give time for them to talk if they need it. 
 
Place a flower, a frame with a photo, picture, quote or saying together with the person’s name, a 
candle or oil burner (check what is allowed at your service), a cross or small figurine, or any combi-
nation of these, on a hall or entrance table, or a table in the lounge or dining room for the week after 
a resident dies.   
 
Once a month (this can be done just before the resident’s meeting each month), have a time of re-
flection in the dining room, or loungeroom, in each ‘house’ or area in the week after a resident has 
died.  You may choose to include : 
 A group prayer such as the Lord’s Prayer for people to say together (see page 44). 
 An opportunity for staff and residents who would like to share things they remember and sto-

ries about the person. 
 A short poem 
 Finish with a prayer or blessing 
 

MEMORY STONES 
 

You’ll need to buy some large flat stones/pebbles. They  can be purchased cheaply (in my experi-
ence) for  about $3 for a half bucket or 20 stones through local landscaping supply places or gar-
den centres.  Explain what you are looking for and the amount you need. These need to be washed 
and dried both sides and left to dry out for at least a day or more. Residents can then write, or be 
supported to write, with a fine permanent marker, a message to or about the resident. These can 
then be placed in the person’s favourite garden, around a plant or tree, or in a special garden possi-
bly creating a memorial walk for all residents to access. 
Remember what is started will grow bigger, you may get 
asked, so consideration needs to be given to, whether 
families or others can add statues, plaques or other 
things in the garden. Consider how often and how many 
stones to use. Another idea is planting of trees or plants 
in memory. 
 

RESOURCE 
 

On page 75 is a handout for residents. 
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Humour 

 

                                 Laughter & Fun 
 
A man at a restaurant asked the waiter "Say, what is this in my soup?" The waiter looked 
carefully at the soup. "I can't say sir. I don’t know one insect from another."  
 
Dad: What’s wrong son?  
Son: I lost my dog. 
Dad: Don’t cry, we'll put an ad in the paper. 
Son: That won’t help, the dog can’t read. 
 
A mother told her mischievous son, "Every time you are bad I get another grey hair." 
"Gee Mum, you must have been really bad when you were young. Just look at Grandma's 
hair," replied the son. 
 
The minister announced to the congregation that they could choose the hymns for the ser-
vice that morning. Greta, a spinster, stood up and pointed to three of the single men and 
said, “I’ll have him, him and him.” 
 
Why did the boy go to bed with a hammer? He wanted to hit the sack. 
 
What is the best month for street parades? March. 
 
What’s better than a dog that can talk? A spelling bee.  
 
Why didn't the skeleton go to the dance? Because he had no body to dance with. 
 
Who played tennis in the Bible? Joseph, because he served in the courts of Pharaoh. 
 
I waited and stayed up all night and tried to figure out where the sun was. 
Then it dawned on me. 
 
Did you hear about the hungry clock? It went back four seconds.  
 
Why did the picture go to jail? Because it was framed.  
 
What happened to the dog that swallowed a firefly? It barked with de-light!  
 
How do you make an Octopus laugh? With ten-tickles 
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Glenda’s Column 

 

Wisdom in Old Age  
 

Glenda Daly 

“I am interested in the getting of wisdom-once 
you decide that this is the task of life, your age 
becomes a rich resource rather than the ene-
my.” Caroline Jones.  
 The word Philosophy, from the Greek philo
-sophia, literally means ‘lover of wisdom.’  
Wisdom has played a central part in written his-
tory, culture and religion for thousands of years. 
Yet it largely disappeared from the scientific and 
academic scene in the twentieth century. In the 
past thirty years there has been a revival of in-
terest in wisdom; yet it remains 
notoriously difficult to define and 
to claim, as American Psychologist 
Robert Sternberg says, “We cannot 
quite comprehend the nature of 
wisdom because of our own lack 
of it.”  
Psychologist Erik Erikson stated a 
successful resolution between in-
tegrity versus despair in later life 
will result in wisdom. So, does wis-
dom happen organically, or do we 
have to ‘work at it’? And if wisdom, 
according to the book of Proverbs in the Bible is 
more precious than gold, why does it not seem 
to be sought after in deliberate ways?  
 In search of these answers I have been 
intrigued by the ‘getting of wisdom’. In 2014 I in-
formally asked a few friends: What is wisdom?” 
My most memorable reply came from Jed, (13) 
who without hesitation told me “wisdom is eve-
rything”.  Desma (72) when asked “what does 
wisdom mean to you?” also replied “wisdom is 
everything”, And my cousin John (60) tells me 
“Wise people, it would seem,  know where to 
find wellness land” . 

 “To know how to grow old is the master 
work of wisdom, and one of the most difficult 
chapters in the great art of living.”  Henri-
Frederic Amiel 
  The assumption that older people are 
wise, is just that, an assumption. How many 
foolish older people do we know? (Usually a 
few).  
 According to Elizabeth MacKinlay, RN, 
there is no statistical evidence of a linear rela-
tionship between ageing and wisdom and the 

factors influencing the develop-
ment of wisdom in ageing have 
been found to be ‘perceived vul-
nerability, age, faith, life experienc-
es, and crisis encountered during 
life’….wisdom includes discern-
ment, meaning, an increased abil-
ity to tolerate ambiguity, and an 
increased sense of interiority (the 
outcome of which is an increased 
self-awareness and a sense of 
purpose and meaning). MacKin-
lay says “Wisdom is not some-

thing that can be ordered up, rather wisdom 
comes with grace… and is intricately bound up 
in spiritual integrity.”   
 Does cognitive impairment impact wis-
dom? This question is based on the erroneous 
assumption that wisdom is only measured by 
understandable verbal and behavioural means.  
After thirty years of working in this field I believe 
some of the people I know with dementia are 
some of the wisest people I know. Space and 
time do not permit me taking a closer look at 
wisdom in dementia, suffice to say “the human 
person is far more than a cognitive being… 

“To know how to 
grow old is the mas-
ter work of wisdom, 
and one of the most 
difficult chapters in 

the great art of living.”  
Henri-Frederic Amiel 
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Glenda attained a BA in Social Sciences and a Masters of Ageing and Pastoral Stud-
ies (CSU, 2017). Glenda has experience working with older adults in the Aged Care 
setting as an Enrolled Nurse, a Support Worker, and a Leisure and Lifestyle assistant.  
She has a Pastoral background and facilitates courses in the community on wholistic 
wellness in later life and also partners in a Landscape Gardening business with hus-
band Gary. Together they have five children and two grandchildren. Glenda repre-
sented Northern Tasmania on the Council on The Ageing (COTA) from 2016-19, and 
was a participant in the Tasmanian Emerging Community Leaders Program for 2019. 
Speaking up for older adults at every opportunity, Glenda longs for a world without 
ageism, in which wholistic personal growth  for all of life is embraced.  Glenda loves 
to cook, read, walk, travel and find great bargains at op shops.  

there is a wholeness in each person that is not 
diminished when cognitive abilities de-
cline” (MacKinlay).  
 Erikson has stated, “Wisdom is the de-
tached concern with life itself, in the face of 
death itself. It maintains and learns to convey 
the integrity of experience, in spite of the decline 
of bodily and mental functions,” and MacKinlay: 
“The ability to face one’s own mortality is an im-
portant factor of the development of wisdom in 
ageing.”  

So how may an understanding of wisdom help 
in our Leisure and Lifestyle role?  According to 
MacKinlay nurturing wellbeing and developing 
resilience are crucial to aiding older adults to 
develop a sense of meaning, and wisdom. Strat-
egies may include recognising despair and as-
sisting in the resolution, supporting integrity 
through life review and spiritual reminiscence 
and encouraging older adults to share their own 
life wisdom with others.  
Reminiscence is closely related to reflection, 
which  many researchers say is essential in 
gaining wisdom (Kitchener & Brenner; Arlin, 
1990). 
Meeting the wholistic needs of older adults to 
promote their wellbeing is what we do well in 
Lesiure and Lifestyle: a win-win situation for all. 
Next issue of inspire:  we look further into Erik 
Erikson’s concepts of wisdom and older adult-
hood.  
 
Arlin, P. (1990) Wisdom: The art of problem find-
ing.  
Erikson, E. Erikson, J. & Kivnick, H.  (1986) Vital 
Involvement in Old Age: the experience of old 
age in our time.  
Kitchener & Brenner, (1990) in Sternberg R.J. 
(1990) Wisdom: It’s nature, origins and develop-
ment. 
MacKinlay, E. (2001) The Spiritual Dimension of 
Ageing.  
MacKinlay, E. (2006) Spiritual Growth and Care 
in the Fourth Age of Life.  
MacKinlay, E. (2012) Finding Meaning in the ex-
perience of Dementia: The place of Spiritual 
Reminiscence work.  
Sternberg, R.J. (1990) Wisdom: It’s nature, ori-
gins and development. 
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Stories to Read to your Residents 

 

Stories to Warm the Heart 

Yvonne Hammond wrote a book about 
her surgery after having a stroke, and car-
ing for a husband with dementia at the 
same time. As she was recovering, she 
wrote the alphabet and beside each letter 
she listed all the things she was grateful 
for. After her husband passed away, she 
rewrote her list. She continued being 
grateful even in the midst of loss, sorrow 
and heartache.  
 
90-year old grandmother Lorna Prender-
gast recently graduated from university. 
After her husband of 64 years passed 
away, she decided to return to studying. In 
Lorna's words; "Nobody is too old to sit 
down and say, 'I'm too old, I can't do it’”. 
 
When famous singer, Luciano Pavoritti 
was a little boy his  grandmother would 
always say to him “Some day you are go-
ing to be great.” When somebody asked 
him what was it that made him great, he 

said “It was because of my grandmother.” 
 
 
 

The residents had shuffled out of the din-
ing room and were heading towards the 
communal lounge room. Bev remained 
seated, staring at the floor. No one noticed 
the sad expression on her 99-year-old 
weathered face. I scanned the dining 
room like I often do in the morning looking 
for stragglers who might need a helping 
hand and my eyes landed on Bev. I pulled 
up a chair next to her so we could be eye 
level. A solitary tear leaked from her eye. I 
passed her a tissue and gently placed my 
hand on hers. She put her other hand on 
top of mine. When she was ready, she 
spoke. She was missing her husband who 
had passed decades earlier. I listened as 
she talked about him with honour, love, 
and a deep yearning to be reunited. Look 
out for these moments today, and every 
day.  
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Sometimes all it takes is a smile to brighten 
someone’s day. That’s what Jaden Hayes 
hopes for. He is a young boy from Savan-
nah, Georgia who has recently lost both of 
his parents. His father died two years ago 
and, last year, his mother passed away un-
expectedly. The lad felt the sadness and 
grief his family was experiencing and want-
ed to do something to bring them all joy. 
That’s how The Smile Experiment was born. 
He decided one day to do something to 
bring smiles to people’s faces. So, he buys 
trinkets and gifts them to strangers in 
downtown Savannah. You might not have 
any trinkets to give away, but I am sure you 
can think of ways to make people smile to-
day.  

 
Princess Eugénie of Sweden and Nor-
way (24 April 1830 - 23 April 1889) was a 
member of the royal House of Bernadotte. 
She inherited a fortune upon the death of 
her mother in 1876.  She kept very little of 
this money herself. She founded an orphan-
age for boys, and three years later, an or-
phanage for girls, both attached to her villa 
and under her personal supervision. She 
was also the founder of Gotland Hospital 
for the terminally ill.  In 1879, she became 
the chairperson of a relief society for poor, 
terminally ill, invalids and handicapped chil-
dren: through this society, she opened a 
home in Sundbyberg in 1882. In 1885, she 
and a friend co-founded an association for 
the protection of animals known as The 
Gotland Animal's Protection Society. 
(Wikipedia) 

 
It had belonged to his Great-grandmother 
and he knew he must be very careful. The 
vase was one of his mother’s dearest treas-
ures. This priceless family heirloom had 
been passed down from generation to gen-
eration.  It was placed high on the mantle, 
out of reach of little hands. But one day his 

curious little five-year-old mind wanted to 
see if the rose buds went all the way 
around the vase, so he pulled a chair over, 
and climbed up for a closer inspection of 
the vase.  Of course, he hadn’t meant to be 
so clumsy but the precious vase slipped 
from his chubby little hands and crashed to 
the floor.  From the kitchen the mother 
heard her son crying and she came run-
ning. The vase lay shattered on the ground 
in a million pieces -  ruined beyond repair. 
Between his sobs he said, “I broke the 
vase”. With a look of relief she said, “Oh 
thank heavens, I thought you were 
hurt.” And then she tenderly held him until 
his crying ceased. She made it very clear 
that he - not the vase - was her priceless 
treasure. 
 
A man came across three masons who 
were working at chipping chunks of granite 
from large blocks. The first seemed unhap-
py at his job, chipping away and frequently 
looking at his watch. When the man asked 
what it was that he was doing, the first ma-
son responded, rather curtly, “I’m hammer-
ing this stupid rock, and I can’t wait ’til 5 
when I can go home.” A second mason, 
seemingly more interested in his work, was 
hammering diligently and when asked 
what it was that he was doing, answered, 
“Well, I’m moulding this block of rock so 
that it can be used with others to construct 
a wall. It’s not bad work, but I’ll sure be glad 
when it’s done.” A third mason was ham-
mering at his block fervently, taking time to 
stand back and admire his work. He 
chipped off small pieces until he was satis-
fied that it was the best he could do. When 
he was questioned about his work he 
stopped, gazed skyward and proudly pro-
claimed, “I am building a cathe-
dral!” (Source unknown)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Bernadotte
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Julie’s Column 
 

Depression in Late Life 
Dr Julie Bajic Smith, Aged Care Psychology Consultant  

Depression is the most common mental health 
condition in late life. Older adults who have se-
rious medical problems, as well as those living 
in nursing facilities or other institutional set-
tings, often suffer from depressive symptoms.  
Depression in residents, as well as those who 
are medically ill is often under diagnosed (not 
diagnosed enough). There are a number of fac-
tors which contribute towards this trend includ-
ing differentiating symptoms from other illness, 
attitude to mental health and willingness to dis-
cuss wellbeing. 
 
Symptoms of depression: 
All of us have experienced sadness, and many 
of us have experienced depression, but it is not 
always easy to tell the difference, either when 
you are experiencing these mood changes 
yourself or when observing someone else. Dis-
tinguishing between depression and under-
standable sadness can be achieved by apply-
ing a medical approach with the following 
three rules of thumb: 
Duration – symptoms are present for at least 
two weeks 
Lack of fluctuation – symptoms of depression 
occur on most days, most of the time. 
Intensity – the severity of depression symptoms 
must be of a degree that is definitely not normal 
for that individual 
Other symptoms of depression include: 
Suicidal thoughts or behaviour 
Loss of confidence or self-esteem 
Feeling of helplessness 
Inappropriate or excessive feelings of guilt 
Feelings of hopelessness or worthlessness 
Avoiding social contact or going out 
Poor concentration and/or difficulty with 
memory 

 

Depression is the most common    
mental health condition in late life.  

 
 
Physical slowing or agitation 
Sleep disturbances (particularly waking up ear-
ly) 
Reduced appetite with corresponding weight 
loss 
 
Diagnosis in older people is complicated by the 
fact that depression and medical illnesses can 
present with similar symptoms. Depressed peo-
ple often have physical symptoms, such as 
changes in sleep patterns, changes in appetite, 
fatigue and muscle or skeletal pain. In younger 
people with fewer medical conditions it is easi-
er to differentiate these symptoms and deter-
mine that they are part of the depressive disor-
der.   
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Dr Julie Bajic Smith is an experienced psychologist working exclusively in 
aged care. Julie trains aged care workforce in learning how to recognise and 
respond to emotional changes in clients by incorporating psycho-education. 
Julie has extensively researched wellbeing in home care workforce and strat-
egies to improve resilience. Julie's post-doc examined supported decision-
making in dementia, and she is currently publishing in this field.  
 

Julie hosts the “Voice of Aged Care” podcast, each week bringing new episodes and strategies on 
how to implement non-pharmacological strategies to improve wellbeing. SIGN UP HERE TO THE 
PODCAST or visit:  C:\Users\Del\Downloads\pod.link\voiceofagedcare 
Alternatively you can join her Facebook Group: dr julie - aged care psychologist wisecare 
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=dr%20julie%20-%20aged%20care%20psychologist%
20wisecare&epa=SEARCH_BOX  

Common medical problems associated with 
depressive symptoms include: 
Alcohol and drug abuse 
Alzheimer’s disease 
Cancer 
Cardiac illness 
Cerebrovascular disease 
Cerebral neoplasms 
Chronic pain 
Central nervous system infections 
Endocrine disorders 
Inflammatory diseases 
Multiple sclerosis 
Nutritional deficits 
Parkinson’s disease 
Stroke 
Vascular dementia 
Viral and bacterial infections 
Vision loss 
  
A growing body of evidence indicates that 
treatment of older depressed people is effec-
tive, whether with medications, psychotherapy, 
or a combination of the two. Despite these opti-
mistic findings, older people frequently do not 
receive optimal treatment, or any treatment at 
all. This is due to the fact that accessing psy-
chological services is more difficult in an aged 
care facility. In some instances, even if a ser-
vice provider is identified, the older person can 
choose not to participate in psychotherapy.  
 
Over the years I have met many older adults 
who reported wanting to “give up living”, partic-

ularly as they were no longer living inde-
pendently. 
 
On the other hand, medication alone will not 
encourage the older person to build skills in in-
tegrating more into a nursing home facility and 
identifying social activities and goals. Further, 
there are a number of side-effects with taking 
medication, such as increased drowsiness and 
the increased risk of falls. Again, the older per-
son can choose not to take the medication, or 
to trial it for a short period of time. Typically, a 
trial is for at least a couple of months, as it can 
take a couple of weeks for the effects of medi-
cation to be seen. 
  
Improving the quality of activities and engage-
ment with the elderly in a residential setting is a 
powerful strategy to address depression. This 
includes identifying suitable recreational activi-
ties in line with a person’s interests, physical 
tolerances and sensory abilities. The next step 
is identifying suitable social goals, both short-
term and long-term, that are specific and realis-
tic. This can often be overlooked, as with the 
medical model we can become too fixated on 
addressing the physical health.  
 
Increasing engagement, knowing how to re-
spond to statements made by older persons 
with depression, reducing isolation and meet-
ing the social needs can significantly improve 
the wellbeing of an older person and the quality 
of their life.   

file:///C:/Users/Del/Downloads/pod.link/voiceofagedcare
file:///C:/Users/Del/Downloads/pod.link/voiceofagedcare
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=dr%20julie%20-%20aged%20care%20psychologist%20wisecare&epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=dr%20julie%20-%20aged%20care%20psychologist%20wisecare&epa=SEARCH_BOX
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Recommended Items & Products 

 

Product Reviews 

Old Timers is an excellent book. In his years of travelling the length 
and breadth of Australia, David Darcy has met many an old timer 
with a story to share. Through candid portraits and poignant, inti-
mate conversations with men and women from all walks of Aus-
tralian life, he captures recollections of childhood memories, a life 
lived on the land, in the cities, on the shores of this great continent. 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/27852005-old-timers 

“This dog has been designed to respond like a real dog. It is acti-
vated with a built in motion sensor. The technology replicates the 
dog responding to petting and hugging motions much like a live 
pet. This specialised pet will be comforting to those experiencing 
anxiety, depression and is suitable for residents living with demen-
tia as a calming  and good feeling distraction.” 

https://www.wisdomactivities.com.au/pup-golden.html 

This Memory Book is perfect for doing Life Stories with your resi-
dents. It’s an opportunity to recall, document and safeguard long 
forgotten memories and family stories that one day, if they are not 
recorded, could be lost forever. This book is a chance to once and 
for all put these most valuable stories and memories onto paper or, 
if you prefer the pdf digital copy, into electronic format which will 
then be available for generations of your family to come.                           
http://thefamilyhistorian.com.au/  
 
 

This Sing-along for Seniors DVD is a great mix of songs from the 
“Golden era” with all the classics widely popular for American, Aus-
tralian, Canadian, New Zealand and UK listeners. A great DVD Sing-
along to use within Aged Care centres. Enjoyed by all and especial-
ly those living with memory loss. https://memorylanetherapy.com 

 
 

 

Please send your product reviews to delmariemcalister@yahoo.com 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/27852005-old-timers
https://www.wisdomactivities.com.au/pup-golden.html
http://thefamilyhistorian.com.au/
https://memorylanetherapy.com/product/sing-along-for-seniors-volume-1/
https://memorylanetherapy.com/product/sing-along-for-seniors-volume-1/
https://memorylanetherapy.com/product/sing-along-for-seniors-volume-1/
https://memorylanetherapy.com/product/sing-along-for-seniors-volume-1/
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Are any of your residents aged 100 or 
over? Well, here’s something very spe-

cial just for them: The 100 club!   
www.100plusclub.com.au/about.html 

 

Tai Chi for seniors                     
https://www.wikihow.fitness/Do-Tai-

Chi-for-Seniors 

The University of Tasmania  
offers a FREE course entitled 
‘Understanding Dementia’: 
www.utas.edu.au/wicking/
understanding-dementia 

Dignified clothing protectors 
https://m.seniorsnews.com.au/news/
dignified-and-practical-dining-fashion-

with-a-twis/3163392/ 
 

maintainingdignity.com.au 

Doctors prescribing music therapy 
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-

prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-
learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?

fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-
f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA  

LGBTI inclusion 
 ...in relation to the  Aged Care                 

Quality Standards   
https://www.qualityaging.com.au/

wp-content/uploads/2019/08/
Rainbow-Standards.pdf 

Free colouring pages of famous art-
works are available here: http://
www.openculture.com/2019/02/

download-free-coloring-books-from-
113-museums.html 

Customs and beliefs surrounding 
dying and death 

http://lmrpcc.org.au/admin/wp-
content/uploads/2011/07/Customs-

Beliefs-Death-Dying.pdf 

http://www.100plusclub.com.au/about.html
https://www.wikihow.fitness/Do-Tai-Chi-for-Seniors
https://www.wikihow.fitness/Do-Tai-Chi-for-Seniors
https://www.utas.edu.au/wicking/understanding-dementia
https://www.utas.edu.au/wicking/understanding-dementia
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA
https://didgeproject.com/therapeutics/doctors-now-prescribing-music-for-heart-ailments-brain-dysfunction-learning-disabilities-depression-ptsd-alzheimers-and-more/?fbclid=IwAR1PnwfPqUlVxwyTVXFmX9dXJagj_XMqxsuB-f3112akjkwZ35CJTxLaiOA
https://www.qualityaging.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Rainbow-Standards.pdf
https://www.qualityaging.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Rainbow-Standards.pdf
https://www.qualityaging.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Rainbow-Standards.pdf
http://www.openculture.com/2019/02/download-free-coloring-books-from-113-museums.html
http://www.openculture.com/2019/02/download-free-coloring-books-from-113-museums.html
http://www.openculture.com/2019/02/download-free-coloring-books-from-113-museums.html
http://www.openculture.com/2019/02/download-free-coloring-books-from-113-museums.html
http://lmrpcc.org.au/admin/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Customs-Beliefs-Death-Dying.pdf
http://lmrpcc.org.au/admin/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Customs-Beliefs-Death-Dying.pdf
http://lmrpcc.org.au/admin/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Customs-Beliefs-Death-Dying.pdf
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Word Search 

 

Summertime                         

Find the words to these pictures in the Word Find (and a few extras) 

S E A H O L I D A Y S S 

W A T E R M E L O N O U 

W X C V R I N G Y H Y N 

F L O W E R S J U G A F 

P A L M T R E E S H C L 

B F U N X O M D L J H O 

E W F Z H P A O Z K T W 

A H S E A G U L L S B E 

C A O E P O S P X W E R 

H L B W P H D H C I A W 

B E F Q Y O F I V M C V 

A S U N I T G N B Q H J 

L Y T R U F I S H O Z K 

L H I B S C U S N M O X 
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Quiz 

 

Finish the Phrase 

Instructions: You read the first part of the phrase, and your residents respond with the sec-
ond half. 
 
1. A blast from… the past 
2. A bolt from the… blue 
3. A dime… a dozen 
4. A friend in need is a… friend indeed 
5. A leopard cannot change... its spots 
6. A picture paints... a thousand words 
7. Absence makes the heart... grow fonder 
8. Actions speak… louder than words 
9. All good things... must come to an end 
10. All that glitters... is not gold 
11. Back to square… one 
12. Barking up the ...wrong tree 
13. Beauty is in the eye of the… beholder 
14. Beauty is only… skin deep 
15. Between a rock… and a hard place 
16. Birds of a feather... flock together 
17. Call a spade... a spade 
18. Curiosity killed the… cat 
19. Don’t beat around the… bush 
20. Don’t count your chickens... before they hatch 
21. Don’t cry over… spilt milk 
22. Don’t judge a book… by it’s cover 
23. Don’t put all of your eggs… in one basket 
24. Eat drink and be... merry 
25. Honesty is... the best policy 
26. If it aint broke… don’t fix it 
27. Keeping up... with the Joneses 
28. Kill two birds… with one stone 
29. On a wing and… a prayer 
30. Rushing around like… a chook with it’s head cut off 
31. You can’t have your cake… and eat it too 
32. Pot calling the kettle… black 
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Quiz 

 

Opposites  

Instructions: Read the question and let the residents come up with the answers themselves. 

1. What’s the opposite of light? 
2. What’s the opposite of fast? 

3. What’s the opposite of stop? 
4. What’s the opposite of dry? 

5. What’s the opposite of happy?  
6. What’s the opposite of white? 

7. What’s the opposite of dull? 
8. What’s the opposite of ugly? 

9. What’s the opposite of interesting? 
10. What’s the opposite of cold? 

11. What’s the opposite of sharp? 

12. What’s the opposite of careful? 
13. What’s the opposite of expensive? 

14. What’s the opposite of clean?  
15. What’s the opposite of correct? 

16. What’s the opposite of easy? 
17. What’s the opposite of exhale? 

18. What’s the opposite of  exterior? 
19. What’s the opposite of tall?  

20. What’s the opposite of above? 
21. What’s the opposite of absent? 

22. What’s the opposite of arrive? 

23. What’s the opposite of gigantic? 
24. What’s the opposite of old? 

25. What’s the opposite of freezing? 
26. What’s the opposite of sad? 

27. What’s the opposite of frightened? 
28. What’s the opposite of soft? 
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Resources 

 

Name the Birds 

1 
2 

3 

4 5 6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
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Name the birds (answers): 

1. Seagull, 2. Toucan, 3. Kookaburra, 4. Sparrow, 5. Rainbow Lorikeet, 6. Magpie, 7. Kingfish-
er, 8. White Barn Owl, 9. Pelicans, 10. Geese, 11. Swan 
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Resources 

 

Typewriters Throughout the Years  
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Resources 

 

Name the Religion 

1 

4 

3 

5 

2 

6 
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Name the Religion (answers):   

1. Buddhism, 2. Christianity, 3. Judaism, 4. Hinduism, 5. Orthodox, 6. Islam 
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Resources 

 

Name the Flowers 

1 

2 

3 

6 4 

8 

9 

10 

11 12 

5 

7 
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Name the flowers (answers): 

1. Rose, 2. Sunflower, 3. Tulip, 4. Iris, 5. Carnations, 6. Poppies, 7. Daisy, 8. Hibiscus, 9. Daffo-
dil, 10. Water Lily, 11. Camelia, 12. Snowdrops 
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1. Rummage bag / box (handbags, tool box) 
2. Pet therapy 
3. Bingo (use fridge magnets blutacked onto thin plastic chopping board) 
4. Table fairy garden (see book 102 Meaningful Activities for Aged Care) 
5. Reading group 
6. Talking (audio) books 
7. Indoor bowls (stand and clap where white ball is so resident can bowl in that direction) 
8. Sand trays with shells etc. 
9. Gardening 
10. Floral arranging 
11. Farm animals 
12. Trivia / quizzes 
13. Bus drives 
14. Drumming 
15. This is my life project (see The Leisure & Lifestyle Guide for template) 
16. Clay sculpture / pottery 
17. Raised dot dominoes 
18. Connect 4 game 
19. Balloon games with verbal instructions (or they be the thrower) 
20. Music, singing, dance, drama 
21. Discussion groups 
22. Baking 
23. Walks and talks 
24. Reminiscing  
25. Telephone calls (assisted) 

25 
 

 Activity Ideas for Sight Impaired People 
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1.3a Each consumer is treated with dignity and respect, their identity, culture and diversity valued 
 
 Always acknowledge the individuality and identity of our residents.   
 Accept, value, and respect all our residents.   
 We constantly act in a thoughtful, courteous manner, having due regard for their feelings, wishes 

and rights.  
 All our residents are treated ethically and fairly regardless of ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, 

socio-economic status, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, or other ideologies. 
 Their culture is acknowledged, understood and celebrated. ~ Del Marie McAlister 
 
We opened this up as a forum from amongst our Facebook group members. Here is what two people 
shared: 
 
‘Involving residents In care and lifestyle, Residents making decisions daily. Speaking kindly but not de-
meaning. Including in activities and moderating for disabilities. Acknowledging different cultures e.g. cul-
tural calendar. Supporting residents emotionally Offering group and individual activities around culture 
e.g. music. DVDs about countries. iPad offering music news games etc. Company vision statement. Tak-
ing on board resident’s request ideas through meetings or ideas.’ ~ Kim Hazel 
 
‘Constant staff education via hand-over on this important area. Celebrating resident's past achieve-
ments/skills verbally and in newsletter etc; ditto for celebrating milestones or anniversaries.’ ~ Carol 
Lowden 
 
More information on this standard from Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission: 
https://www.agedcarequality.gov.au/providers/standards/standard-1/standard-1-3-a  
 
 
Manual to download: https://agedcarequality.govcms.gov.au/sites/default/files/media/Guidance%20and%
20resources%20for%20providers%20to%20support%20the%20Aged%20Care%20Quality%20Standards%
20v3.pdf  

Complying with the Quality Standards  

 

Standard 1 Consumer Dignity and Choice  

https://www.agedcarequality.gov.au/providers/standards/standard-1/standard-1-3-a
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Seniors week falls on different times for each state. Check these websites for events and activity ideas. 

 

NSW: 12–23 February      

https://www.seniorsfestival.nsw.gov.au/  

 

ACT: 23-29 March 

http://cotaact.org.au/cota-act/2020-seniors-week  

 

NT: August (month) 

https://nt.gov.au/community/seniors/seniors-month  

 

QLD: 17–25 August       

https://www.qldseniorsweek.org.au/  

 

TAS: October (week)*       

https://www.cotatas.org.au/programs/seniorsweek/  

 

VIC: October (week)*        

https://www.seniorsonline.vic.gov.au/festivalsandawards  

 

SA: October (month)  

https://southaustralia.com/products/limestone-coast/event/celebrate-seniors-month  

 

WA: November (week)* 

https://www.cotawa.org.au/2019/07/wa-seniors-week-2019/ 

 

*Check website for exact date 

Celebrating Our Seniors 

 

Seniors Week / Month in Australia 2020 

ADD THIS TO 

YOUR DIARY! 
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Resources 

 

Woolly Worm Template 
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Resources 

 

Heart Card Template 

An inspiring message                                                       
to my heart 

An inspiring message                                                       
to my heart 
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INTERNATIONAL 

POLKA DOT 

DAY 

January 22 
Wear                  

something 

spotty 
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Special Event 

 

How to Host a                             

Hawaiian Beach Party 
 

 Create a poster 
      Place a notice in the Newsletter  
      Place a notice in staff room (you never know what items staff have at home) 
      Order some decorations from eBay  (Search Hawaiian Wall Decorations) 
      Buy a Hawaiian CD for background music (or prepare an iTunes playlist)  
      Buy a surfing DVD to play on silent in the background 
      Buy leis etc. from cheap shops 
      Find some palm leaves for decorating (ask a friend) 
      Buy a few coconuts 
      Prepare some sand trays with sand, shells, and small cocktail umbrellas etc. 
      Ask staff and volunteers to dress up 
      Drink pineapple juice  
      Have kitchen staff prepare fruit platters 
      Bake two easy Hawaiian pineapple cakes: 
  Preheat oven to 180°C. Line a loaf tin with baking paper and set aside. 
  Ingredients: 
  4 cups self-raising flour (sifted) 
  2 cup caster sugar 
  2 cans crushed pineapple (undrained) 
  Mix all ingredients together until well combined and cook for about 60 minutes 
      Buy a beach ball for some beachball games 
      Ask who has been to Hawaii and ask them about their experiences 
      Enjoy an armchair travel experience:  
 https://www.qualityaging.com.au/armchair-travel-hawaii/ 

https://www.qualityaging.com.au/armchair-travel-hawaii/
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Just wanted to say thank you Del for a wonderful book that I recently bought from you. I told my 
boss about it and she got me to email it to her and she will print it off and will bind it and it will be 
placed in our office for all of our Lifestyle assistants so they can access the information. 
 
A lot of hard work went into them (your books) and they are gold for any lifestyle staff to use and 
should be in every facility. 
 
Del - this book is an absolute sanity saver!!! Thank you so much for sharing your wisdom and exper-
tise and at such an affordable price. Residents across Australia will benefit as well as the mental 
health of Leisure and Lifestyle staff. 
 
What fantastic resources these books are. Identified a dozen improvements on my first read. Thank 
you so much for helping me out Del. 
 
I have got every single book of yours Del and we love them at work. They are so well written and in 
a way we can understand. It certainly makes life easier, so thank you. 
 
Awesome!! So needed in our area of endeavour! Well done you. I can safely say my degree didn’t 
cover a lot of this practical content.  
 
I am finding your book to be a wealth of relevant information and ideas. 
 
Thank you for coming to our home today. My awesome staff have not stopped telling me how truly 
inspirational you were.   
 
 
 
 

Feedback 
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Pastoral Care Resources 

 

Handouts for Residents 
 

Place name of resident in the space allocated at the top of the handout.                                                        

Print and laminate and give to support residents who are struggling, unwell or palliative.  

Family members and staff might appreciate these little encouragers also.   
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Processing Grief 

Del Marie McAlister Part 1 

I have had a lot of experience with grief both personally and professionally. I was a Grief Counsel-
lor, and for five years I ran a grief group in our local area. I have also held numerous workshops 
and seminars on this topic, written a program for children, authored a couple of books, and had 
many articles published. I have worked as a Chaplain and as a Funeral Celebrant. 
 Those of us who work in aged care are constantly exposed to death, and the grief that 
comes with it. For those of you who care from the heart, your relationship with each resident be-
comes more than carer-client, doesn’t it? We grow fond of the precious people in our care and 
grieve deeply when they pass away. Many of us cannot attend all the funerals. So, unless we hap-
pen to be working on the day a resident dies, we miss out on an important part of mourning. Me-
morial services are beneficial for staff, however the grief still needs to be expressed. 
 Usually we tuck the grief away in a corner of our hearts and continue bravely on. Sometimes 
the grief comes to the surface. Then what? If we constantly put on a brave face and supress our 
sadness, grief multiplies like layers. Like children building a block tower, eventually it crashes. Un-
processed grief can be the root cause of multiple health issues, and the trigger for burnout. There-
fore, we need to find our own ways to process our grief. This column  is designed to help you ad-
dress grief head on and then discover ways to process it.  You’ll need a blank page journal to do 
the exercises and answer the questions. Let’s begin by naming the layers of grief that have built up 
over time. Draw a diagram of layers and add the names of the people you have lost. 
 That’s a lot of grief, isn’t it? If you don’t find ways to process it, it becomes heavier and harder 
to bear. When you add personal and work-related grief into your already-busy workload, home 
and family issues, and everything else, it can all become too overwhelming. Sadly, it is something 
that is rarely addressed. I hope this column will help you understand that grief is something that 
can’t be ignored but can be worked-through in a self-nurturing, self-compassionate way.  
 

Lifeline 131114             
Australian Centre for Grief and Bereavement 1800 642 066 
National Association for Grief and Loss 02 6882 9222 
Beyond Blue 1300 224 636 
Grief helpline (03) 9935 7400 
Bereavement Care Centre 1300 654 556 
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The Importance of Self-Care 
Part 1 - Nutrition & Hydration 

Del Marie McAlister 

The CARE Model is not only about caring for others; it’s about caring for ourselves too.  Self-
care isn’t something you do once and tick off the list. We need to incorporate self-care into 
our everyday lifestyle and have stress management strategies in place. What happens if we 
do not practice self-care? We become stressed-out and there is the potential we may even 
burn-out.  A self-care plan can enhance your health and wellbeing, manage your stress, 
and maintain professionalism in your career.  
 
Hydration 
Being dehydrated can sap your energy and make you feel tired. Dehydration causes: head-
aches, grumpiness, and poor concentration among other things. The more dehydrated we 
become, the worse our performance gets. Drinking over two litres a day will keep a person 
sufficiently hydrated. Are you drinking enough fresh water? I am concerned at the amount 
of energy drinks and fizzy people consume. A can of coke contains 40 grams of sugar. 
These drinks are not good for us.  Even fruit juice need to be drunk in moderation.  Did you 
know that a glass of orange juice has 8 teaspoons of sugar in it?  
 
Food 
In our society most people consume three times more sugar than what we ought. This sug-
ar overload is the cause of many major diseases. If you want to be healthy and practice self
-care you’ll need to monitor your sugar intake. Are you in the habit of comfort eating? Com-
fort eating is when you eat to fill an emotional need rather than to satisfy hunger. . The oc-
casional treat is okay but when we rely on comfort food all the time, we may encounter 
some diet-related health issues. Try to eat more fresh food such as fruit, vegetables, berries, 
nuts and seeds – organic or home grown if possible. The benefits of a healthy diet will pro-
vide you with the energy you need to keep active throughout the day.  
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Accreditation Ready  
This book takes a look at each one of the Aged Care Quality Standards and suggests ways we 
can comply with them. For each Standard relating to Leisure and Lifestyle I offer a practical appli-
cation, a couple of case studies, questions, suggestions and a checklist. $10 
 
Spiritual Care in Aged Care    
Under the new Aged Care Quality Standards, we are expected to meet our resident’s spiritual 
needs. Unless specific training has been provided, few people know how to meet the spiritual 
needs of our residents. This book will open a whole new world up for you, and help you under-
stand that pastoral and spiritual care is much broader than you ever imagined. $10 
 
102 Meaningful Activities in Residential Aged Care                                                        
This book contains 102 recommended activities for residential aged care. Each activity has a de-
scription, directions (including resources, preparation etc.) risk assessment, and more. $10 
 
Daily Quizzes for Seniors                                                                                                    
Where else can you have culture, history, nostalgia, religion, geography, lifestyle, politics, movie 
and TV memories, Australiana, animal and plant facts, humour, old sayings, music, general 
knowledge, and education all in one activity? This Australian-based quiz book contains interesting 
trivia questions for every day of the year.  $15 
 
The Leisure and Lifestyle Guide                              
250 pages of almost everything you need to know to excel in your role. Includes samples, tem-
plates and much, much more. A must-have for all Leisure and Lifestyle facilitators. $15 
 
inspire    
January | February |  March | April | May | June | July | August etc.                       
 A monthly publication, (70+pages each edition) jam-packed with a variety of resources and daily 
activity ideas for each day of the month. Includes  information, links, reminiscing, inspirational 
quotes, and much more to inspire you and your residents, and to enhance your monthly pro-
grams. Read through this book in advance in order to incorporate some of the ideas in the follow-
ing month’s program.  $10ea  
  

Devotions for Seniors 
Daily devotions to read to Christians who are nearing the end of their life on earth. Full of compas-
sion, love and hope. Due out 2020. FREE 
                                 

Resources for Leisure and Lifestyle Facilitators  
 

These books are available as downloadable PDF documents from www.delmariemcalister.com 

http://www.delmariemcalister.com
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inspire | January 

 ©Copyright 2019 Del Marie McAlister 

All rights reserved. No parts of this publication may 
be reproduced in any form whatsoever without the 
consent of the publisher. To the best of my 
knowledge, quotations included in this book fall un-
der the fair use, or public domain guidelines of copy-
right law. Disclaimer: This book is presented under-
standing that the author, namely Del Marie McAlister, 
will not be held liable for any actions or the result of 
any actions taken by any person on the basis of the 
information provided.  In the Case Studies, names 
have been changed for privacy purposes.  

 

Photos are from Unsplash, Dollar Photo Club and 
Pixabay.  

Permission is given to photocopy Templates etc. 

 

Email: delmariemcalister@yahoo.com 

Web site: www.delmariemcalister.com 

Join our Facebook group, The CARE Model: 

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/379056419512109/ 

 

Each edition of  inspire will be available as a down-
loadable PDF file from my website two months in 
advance for only $10 each. There will be one edition 
for each month of the year. 
 
Please do not share this file with others outside your 
workplace. This is my small homebased business 
that generates minimal income considering the 
amount of time invested into it. Thank you for under-
standing. 
 

 

DON’T FORGET TO ORDER       

      inspire | February  
   www.delmariemcalister.com/books 

                        is a model of care, 
specific to aged care, based on the CARE ac-
ronym which is: 
C– Compassion 
A– Acceptance 
R– Respect  
E– Empathy 
It’s about caring from the heart. More infor-
mation about The CARE Model is in The Lei-
sure & Lifestyle Guide by Del Marie McAlister, 
available from www.delmariemcalister.com. 

http://www.delmariemcalister.com
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Love is not what 

you say, it’s what 

you do. Actions 

speak louder than 

words. 

 


